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Typ:>graphical Conventions Used in this Publication 

Bold facing indicates what you should ~. 

Square brackets, [1, indicate a function key, the name of which ap~ars 
in uppercase within the brackets. For example, [REmNl, [Cl'RL1, etc. 

Underlining is used for anphasis. 
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Information about this Manual 

Review the following itans before you read this publication. 

'!he subj ect of this manual 

'!his manual. introduces the systen manager to sane of the fundamental 
connnands ~rtaining to the use and managenent of a computer running the 
WICAT Mul ti -user Control Systen (WMCS). 

'!be audience for wban this publication was written 

For inexperienced systen managers who may or may not have experience on 
any computer. Use of WMCS is explained in a ste~by-step user-friendly 
format that walks you through sane fundamental aspects of the product. 
When you complete the introductory manual., you have the experiential 
basis for understanding the product's reference manual. 

Related publications 

The follCMing chart lists other publications about the WMCS. 
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Reader's Guide to WMCS Publications 
Instructions: Determine the audience to which you belong and 

then read only the publications at an arrowhead. 
Dotted arrowheads indicate optional reading. 

System 
manager 

WMCS 
user 

Release Notices 

Software Bulletins 
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programmer 
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Chapter 1 

Getting Your Systan Up and Running 

'!be Procedure for Booting Your System and Logging On 

When you turn on the power to your computer, the WlCAT Multi-user Control 
System (WMCS) is readied for use and the computer essentially checks 
itself to ensure that all aspects of the system are in order. This 
process is called the systen boot. 

The lines of characters that ap~ar on the screen during the system root 
tell you what is hap~ning as the systen is readied for use. 
Nevertheless, 00 not worry if you 00 not know what the lines of 
characters mean. 

The example given in this chapter (of what ap~ars on the screen dur ing 
the systen boot) may differ fran what ap~ars on your screen because the 
lines that appear on the screen vary according to a systan' s hardware 
configuration and other systan variables. In other words, 00 not be 
concerned if what ap~ars on your screen differs fran the following 
example. 
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Getting Your Systan Up and Running 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Find the power switch for your systan's Central Processing 
Unit (CPU). The o~rator' s guide, in the hardware 
documentation for your system, tells you where this switch is 
located. 

If your systan has one I:XJWer switch for the em and another 
power switch for the terminal connected to serial };Ort 0, 
first turn the power switch for that terminal to the ON 
posi tion. Then turn the I:XJWer switch for the CPU to the ON 
};Osition. otherwise, just turn on the CPU };Ower switch. 

A display similar to the following ap~ars, one line at a 
time, on the screen of the tenninal connected to serial };Ort 
0: 
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Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Step 7 

Getting Your System Up and Running 

Find the return key on the keyboard for the terminal 
connected to serial p:>rt o. 

Strike a@ 
This kind of prompt appears on the screen: 

Welcome to SYS_$SYSNAME 
Username: 

Type the following: 

system 

Strike 

This line appears on the screen: 

Passvord : 

Type the following: 

system 

~~ ~ ~ ~ 
'\JI -a..", ~ ~ 

~~:I.~ .'- "" 

'Ibis time, SYSTEM does not appear on the screen as you type; 
the p:issword is transmitted, but not to the screen. 
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Getting Your System Up and Running 

Step 8 Strike rn5lJ 
NOTE: If you make a mistake in typing either the username or 

the t;assvord, this message appears on the screen: 

Lmrn -- User validation error. 

On the line belay the foregoing message, you are 
prompted to re~ the username. When you strike 
return after typing the username, you are asked to type 
a p3.sQWord. 

Furthermore, if you wait more than several seconds to 
type either the username or the p3.ssvord, this message 
appears on the screen: 

Lmrn -- Input timeout error. 

If this latter message appears, repeat the logon 
procedure, beginning with step 4. 

The follaving kind of display appears on the screen 
when the username and the p:1ssvord are accepted: 

System Bulletins 

SYSTEM>:) 

When the cursor appears next to the right angle 
bracket, >, at the bottan of the screen, go to the next 
chapter in this manual. 
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Getting Your System Up and Running 

A Note About System Failure to Power Up 

If your computer fails to corne on, check each of the follCMing items: 

1. Is there p::>Wer to the outlet to which the computer is connected? 

2. Are all cables in place and connected securely 
installation instructions and the operator's guide 
system)? 

(see the 
for your 

3. Are the computer's p::>Wer svitches in the ON IX>sition (see the 
installation instructions and the operator's guide for your 
system)? 

If, after you check these items, the system still does not come on, call 
WICAT CUstaner Serv ice. 

A Note About Shutting Off the Power to Your Canputer 

Do not turn off the p::>Wer to your computer, or use the reset switch (read 
the operator's guide for your system) without first using the SHUTDOWN 
Corrnnand. 

Chapter 6 in this manual introduces you to the SHUTDOWN Command. Having 
completed that tutorial, you should then read the description of SHUTDOWN 
in the !YMCS User's Reference Manila]. 

'!he ~ System Manager's Reference Mannal also contains information 
about shutting off lX'Wer to the system. 

Go to the next chapter in this manual. 
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Chapter 2 

Learning to Use the Keyboard 

Reserve at least 15 minutes to complete the tutorials in this chapter. 

'!his chapter introduces you to the computer keyboard and teaches you how 
to create a file and ~ text in it. 

Before t:erforming step 1, ensure that you are logged on to the 5Ystan. 
You are logged on when the cursor appears next to a right-angle bracket, 
>, at the oottan of the screen. If you need to log on begin with step 1 
in the preceding chapter, complete that procedure, and begin the tutorial 
in this chapter. 

'. ....,.. 'ti' 
... of ... .... ~.. foIOOf ""'ICjf (U<"&Ml Il lOt a fRlll()l.f 

I,p" 0tJ1 P'1 PH 

I 

!7 
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Learning to Use the Keyboard 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

'l'yp! the follOtling: 

erd .school 

Strike or5J 
This kind of message appears: 

Directory J)CO/ USERS. GRACE. srnOCLI created. 

'l'yp!: 

cd.scboal 

Strike o@ 
This kind of message appears: 

J)CO/ USERS. GRACE. srnOCLI 

'l'yp!: 

V8I1 lesson 
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Step 6 

Step 7 

Learning to Use the Keyboard 

Strike a@ 
'Ibis message a~ars manentarily: 

Creating LFSS<E 

The message then disap~ars and your screen looks like this: 

~ the follaving. Strike [RE'lRNJ at the end of each line, 
as if you were ~ing this material with a ~riter. In 
other words, treat the right-hand side of the screen as 
though it were the right-hand edge of a piece of paper. 

roTE: ~ all of the text, indenting only if the line in the 
example is indented (use the spacebar to indent). 
Strike [RE'lRNJ each time [RE'lRNl ap~ars in the text on 
the next two pages. Do not war ry if you make minor 
typJgraphical errors. Nevertheless, you must t.TI:e all 
of the text. 
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Learning to Use the Keyboard 

WICAT Systens publishes the following kinds of software manuals [REmN] 

for the operating SY5tens, applications, and languages available [REmN] 

Ion WICAT computers: [REmN] [REmN] 

Documentation Guides [REmN] [REmN] 

Introductory User Manuals [REmN] [REmN] 

User Reference Manuals [REmN] [REmNl 

Progranuner Reference Manuals [REmN] [REmN] 

Introductory Systan Manager Manuals [REmN] [REmN] 

System Manager Reference Manuals [REmN] [REmN] 

This categorization of manuals is designed 50 that the new user, [RE,"ffiN] 

who may know nothing about computers, can work his Wcrj from the [RE,"ffiN] 

introductory user manuals to the progranner reference manuals, [REmN] 

teaching himself how to use the capabilities of each software [REmN] 

product. [REmN] [REmN] 

The oocumentation guides give you an overvicw of the software [REmN] 

publications available for your systan' 5 software. '!hese guides [REmN] 
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Learning to Use the Keyboard 

tell you the sequence in which you should read other manuals. [RRmN] [RRmN] 

The introductory user manuals oontain tutorials that introduce [RRmN] 

you to a product by having you use the product. 'Ihese manuals [RRmN] 

are written for the ~rson who knows nothing about computers. [RRmN] [RRmN] 

The user reference manuals, on the other hand, are designed to [RRmN] 

be reference works for your ongoing use of the product. [RRmN] [RRmN] 

The programmer reference manuals are written for the experienced [RRmN] 

prograrraner who needs information on the structure of 5Ystem [RRmN] 

software. [RRmN] [RRmN] 

Finally, the introductory system manager manuals are tutor ial [RRmN] 

introductions to some of the standard functions ~rformed by [RRmN] 

system managers. '!he 5Ystem manager reference manuals are the [RRmN] 

reference manuals for 5Ystem management. [RRmN] 
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Learning to Use the Keyooard 

Your screen will look like this when you have finished 
typing: 

NOTE: Throughout the following procedure, the foregoing text 
is sometimes referred to as a "file. " Files are 
discussed in the W1CS User I s Reference Manpa] • 
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Step B 

Step 9 

Find the up-arrow key, (g 

Learning to Use the Keyboard 

~ ~ ~, ~ 

'" ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

K.-~~~.N,~~'I.:~~~~ ~ t"I ~ ~~'" ~ ~ ~ 1\: ~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ 
~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ 

This arrow key moves the cursor toward the top of the screen. 

strike this key several. times. 

Notice that when you move the cursor with this key, the 
cursor ooes not affect the text on the screen. 
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Learning to Use the Keyboard 

Step 10 

Step 11 

Step 12 

Hold this key down until the first line (in the text you just 
typed) appears on the screen. 

This is called scrolling to the top of the file. '!his is what 
the screen looks like when the cursor reaches the top of the 
file: 

Find the down-arrO!rl key, (g 
"'; , ~ • I •• ~, M I J HI)t. ,'\. ,'\." :-.; 

~ ~ 

& ~ ~ ~'\. 

~ ~ ~'-.; ~ 
~ 
~ ~ :-..: .:\ 

~~ S::~ ~ ~ ~ 

'!his key troVes the cursor toward the l::ottan of the file. 

Strike the down-arrow key several. times. 
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Step 13 

Step 14 

Learning to Use the Keyboard 

Find the left-arrow key, ~--~ 

1\ ~, 0: 
~ 

"'-"\. ~ 
.'\. .'\. 

~ ~ ~" ~ 
.'\. .'\. ."\. 

1'1.: ....: l"~ 

."\. 
~" ~ ~ 0 "" ~ ~ 

~ :-..' :'\~ Il-~ ~ :-- ."\. ~ ~ ~ 
.'\.: ~, 

~ :'\ ~, 

,,'1( 

N~ ,," .J\. 
~ ~ .~ 

~ ~ 
."'-, 

.'\. 
,"'\:: 

:,,\ ~ ~:-..,~.'\. ~ ~::-\t.j\.~ ",I ~,~ 

&..~~~ ~~~"'~"-.~~ 

Strike this key, or keep it depressed, until the cursor is on 
the first character in the line you hap~n to be on. 
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Learning to Use the Keyboard 

Step 15 

Step 16 

Strike the left-arrow key once. 

Notice that the cursor moves to the right-hand margin of the 
foregoing line (if there is no text on that line, the cursor 
appears in the first character position on the line--that 
line I s right margin) • 

rrhe following illustration shows where the cursor appears if 
the cursor is at the left margin when you strike the left
arrow key (and there is text on the foregoing line) : 

Before 

After 

Introductory User Manuals 

User Reference Manuals 

Introductory User Manuals;~1 

User Reference Manuals 

The following illustration shows where the cursor appears if 
the cursor is at the left margin when you strike the left
arrow key (and there is no text on the foregoing line) : 

Before 

Introductory User Manuals 

fper Reference Manuals 

After 

Introductory User Manuals 

User Reference Manuals 

Keep the left-arrow key depressed until you have scrolled, 
character by character, several lines tcward the top of the 
file. 

oorE: The right-arrcw key rooves the cursor, character by 
character, tcward the bottan of the file. 
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Step 17 

Step 18 

Step 19 

Learning to Use the Keyboard 

Find the OOim-arrCM key, [g 
~ ~ ~ " "'" v:,~ ;;:~'; -:0", ,""" «-'0 "...,.. ~~ I;- '"~ ~, 

~ 
0.: ~" ~ s ~ 

~~ ~ ~'"" ft -,~:\: rio; 1'\!0.:1 0.: '" ....... 

~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ........ " __ N~~" ~~ '" n.~ :-.'1 ~ :0-.' ~" -" :-..; ~ :\: ~~ ~ 

'~ ." -, 
~ "" ~, 

'" 
0.: 

~" :-.. .~ 
.v,' ~ :'-1 "l'\: 

:-.." ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~,,~~ "" ~... ~ :\: ," 'j " ." ~ ~~ 
~, ~, I'oC ..... " .....:'i .:\: ~ 'WI.: t$i I 

:\..,.,~ ~ ~,~ ~ij; ..... " ~ ~ :t\~, too'" r-., ~ 0.: .... ".N ~ ~ ~ ~ :!!1111 

" ~~~~~~~~~~ 

Use the OOwn-arrow key to scroll to the end of the file, 
i. e. , tx>sition the cursor as indicated in the following 
illustration: 

OOI'E: EOF stands for "end of file" and tells you where your 
file ends. If no text has been entered in the file, 
<£OF> appears at the top of the screen when you access 
the file. 

Use the appropriate arrow key(s) to position the cursor 
immediately to the left of the last two words in the last 
line of text, i. e. , place the cursor as shown in the 
following illustration: 

Finally, the introductory system manager I s manuals are tutor ial 
introductions to sane of the standard functions };:erformed by the 
system manager. The ~ .. , .... s stan manager I s reference manuals are the 
reference manuals for::pysten management. 
<EOF) 
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Learning to Use the Keyboard 

Step 20 

Step 21 

Step 22 

Step 23 

Find the spacebar. 

~~~ " ( -'I, \0< ~ >1- " , ''')It Mk ( .. HJ I • ...wl' 

" .'- ~ 
f ;::"''1 0." -" ;::...'-

~~t~ ~0 "&.~ r:s~ :a~ N ~ ~ " .... '1 

&l 
oJ-. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ K''- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ " ." 
) 

Strike the spacebar several times. 

Notice that, in addition to moving the cursor to the right, 
the spacebar pushes everything in front of the cursor. After 
you strike the spicebar a few times, the screen resembles the 
following illustration: 

Finally, the introductory system manager I s manuals are tutorial 
introductions to sane of the standard functions ;erformed by the 
system manager. The system manager I s reference manuals are the 
reference manuals for.isYstem managenent. 
<EOF) 

Use the right-arrow key to place the cursor on the 'y If in 
"systan" as shown in this illustration: 

Finally, the introductory system manager's manuals are tutorial 
introductions to sane of the standard functions ;erformed by the 
system manager. The system manager's reference manuals are the 
reference manuals for sj;tem management. 
<EOF) 

Strike the spicebar once. 

Notice that in addition to shifting everything in front of 
the cursor to the right, the cursor shifts the character the 
cursor is on. 

Finally, the introductory system manager's manuals are tutorial 
introductions to sane of the standard functions ;erformed by the 
system manager. The system ~ger' s reference manuals are the 
reference manuals for s jstem management. 
<EOF) 
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Step 24 

Step 25 

Step 26 

Learning to Use the Keyboard 

Find the delete key: 
• • , , ( ~~ >11' 
t 'A')II" .... ~ '.''''Ut ".~ ~ .. to ~"*,)$. 

Strike ~ once. 

The delete key deletes, one SIBce or character at a tirre, 
whatever is immediately to the left of the cursor. Notice 
that this key also shifts to the left whatever is to the 
right of the cursor. 

Before 

Finally, the introductory system manager's manuals are tutorial 
introductions to sane of the standard functions t:erformed by the 
system manager. The system manager's reference manuals are the 
reference manuals for s jstem managanent. 
<EOE') 

After 

Finally, the introductory system manager I s manuals are tutorial 
introductions to sane of the standard functions t:erformed by the 
system manager. The system rranager I s reference rranuals are the 
reference manuals for 9tem management. 
<EOF) 

Use the appropriate arrow keys to place the cursor on the 
first "s" in the word "systan" as shown: 

Finally, the introductory system manager I s manuals are tutorial 
introductions to sane of the standard functions t:erformed by the 
system manager. The system. manager I s reference manuals are the 
reference manuals for~stem managanent. 
<EOF) . 
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Learning to Use the Keyboard 

step 27 

step 28 

Strike [DEL] several times to delete the extra sp:lces between 
the words "for" and "systan" on the last line of text: 

Before 

Finally, the introductory system manager I s manuals are tutorial 
introductions to sane of the standard functions Ferformed by the 
systsn manager. The systan manager I s reference manuals are the 
reference manuals for,itstan management. 
<EOF) 

After 

Finally, the introductory systan manager I s manuals are tutorial 
introductions to sane of the standard functions Ferformed by the 
systan manager. The SX"., ......... s stan manager I s reference manuals are the 
reference manuals forl\'stan management. 
<EDF)-

Use the appropriate arrow keys to position the cursor 
directly over the letter "F" in "Finally" as shown: 

The programmer reference manuals are written for the experienced 
programmer who needs information on the structure of systan 
software. 

linally, the introductory systan manager I s manuals are tutor ial 
introductions to sane of' the standard functions Ferformed by the 
systan manager. The systan manager I s reference manuals are the 
reference manuals for systan management. 
<EOF) 
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Step 29 

Step 30 

Learning to Use the Keyboard 

Strike ~ twice. 

'!his inserts two blank lines before the final paragraph: 

The programmer" reference manuals are written for the experienced 
programmer who needs information on the structure of system 
software. 

Iinally, the introductory system manager I s manuals are tutor ial 
introductions to sane of the standard functions performed by the 
system manager. The system manager I s reference manuals are the 
reference manuals for system managanent. 
<EQF) 

Strike ~ twice. 

The two extra blank lines are renoved fran the screen: 

The programmer reference manuals are written for the experienced 
programmer who needs information on the structure of system 
software. 

Iinally, the introductory system manager I s manuals are tutor ial 
introductions to sane of the standard functions performed by the 
system manager. The system manager I s reference manuals are the 
reference manuals for system management. 
<EOF) 

If the cursor is at the beginning of a line and you strike 
[DEL], the line on which the cursor is located is joined to 
the right-hand margin of the line above. 
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Learning to Use the Keyboard 

Step 31 Find the escape key, ~ 

..... 'f '.#010..... t.( "' .... O,. .. ~_OO 
,,,.. ltJ(Al ¥nr1f .. .,. UOOi- 01' .... Il)l"tO ,Mat 

,/'" ".. .. ,r "- ."- ., ~ 

",,' :-.: ~ 

'~ ."- ~ ~ 
x c, 

~ ~ ~ \\ 

~ ." " ~ ,"- "-"-

~ ~ ~ ~ 

Step 32 Strike ~ twice. 

Step 33 Type the follGling: 

ex 

This message apI;ears at the l:ottcm of the screen: 

Exi ting LESSCN 

'Ibis message is explained in the next chapter. 

You may go on to the next chapter in this manual. 
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Chapter 3 

Reserve at least 10 minutes to complete the tutorials in this chapter. 

VF1tl makes it p:>ssible for you to manipulate text; that is, you can do at 
the terminal in a few seconds what might otherwise take hours or days to 
00. For example, if you want to erase a character, word, line, or section 
of a oocument, the VEW Program has several. wcJ:fs, or functioos, whereby 
you can d:> so. If you wish to move to the end of a long manuscript, 
there is a w8!f, or function, that makes this p:>ssible. In other words, 
the text editing fmctions described in this chapter constitute the W8!j 
in which you can use the VEW Program to manipulate text. 

VEN's functions are divided into three grouJ;S: (1) control-key functions, 
(2) escape-key functions, and (3) alternate keypad functions. 

Control-key functions are fra:}uently-used functions that you execute with 
two keystrokes. Escape-key functions ra:}uire more keystrokes, but allav 
you to };erform more substantial changes such as cutting and pasting large 
p:>rtions of text, deleting whole sections of cop'{, etc. '!he alternate 
keypad allOfis you to };erform sane of the escape-key functions with a 
single keystroke. 

'!he tutorials in this chapter anploy the file you created in the 
preceding chapter and are designed to introduce you to these three kinds 
of ftmctions. 

You need not };erform every tutor ial in this chapter in order to go on to 
the next chapter. However, you must };erform the last tutor ial in this 
chapter, "Exi ting the Editing Session, " before you go to the next 
chapter. 
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WIeAT's Text Editing Program: The Virtual Editing Window (VEW) 

Before beginning any tutorial in this chapter, ensure that: 

1. You are logged on to the systan. (You are logged on when the 
cursor appears next to a right-angle bracket, >, at the bottom of 
the screen.) If you need to log on begin with step 1 in the first 
chapter, complete that procedure, and begin the tutorial in this 
chapter. 

2. You are in the /USERS.GRACE.SCliOCLI directory. (Substitute your 
username for "GRACE.") If you are lmsure of the directory you are 
in, t.¥I,;e def next to the right-angle bracket at the bottan of the 
screen, and str ike [ImmNl. 'Ibis kind of nessage appears at the 
bottan of the screen when you strike [REmN]: 

-PCOI USERS. GRACE. saIOCLI 

If anything other than /USERS.GRACE.SQIOCLI is the last elanent 
in the characters that appear at the bottan of the screen, t.¥I,;e 
the following (substitute your username for "grace") next to the 
right angle bracket at the bottan of the screen and then strike 
[REmN] : 

cd users. grace. school 
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Step 1 

Step 2 

WICAT's Text Editing Program: The Virtual Editing Window (VEW) 

~ the following: 

val lesson 

SUlle ~ 
The following report appears at the bottom of the screen: 

Editing LESseE 

The foregoing report disaptearE? and this is what your screen 
looks like: 
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Using COntrol-key Functions to Move the Cursor 

'!be steps in this tutor ial teach you some of the functions that move the 
cursor over the text of the file. 

If you think of the text of your file as though it were on a piece of 
typing paJ;er in a ty};etlriter, the cursor would be the arrow, on top of 
the t:y};:e ball, t.l-tat tells you where the next character you tne will be 
put on the paper. 

The functions in this tutorial roove the cursor over the text of the file 
just as rotating the carriage or striking the vertical tab, backspace, 
and other keys on a ty};etlriter move the tyI:e-ball arrow over the text on 
the typing paper. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Find the control key, [§ 
~" ~"' ""' " ~ ~ "'~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

""' ""' ~ , ~, ~ ~ ~,,, :--~ "I ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
.'-
~ ~" ~" ~ ~ ~~ \ ~ \'-N~ 

~~ ~ ~ :-..: "' 

Press [§ and, keeping it depressed, strike ~ 

[crRL] e rooves you to the oottan of the file. '!be following 
diagran shows you the wCJ:j the screen looks before and after 
you ~ [CTRL] e. 
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Before 

After 
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Step 3 

Step 4 

Control-key functions are ferformed by pressing the control 
key while striking a particular character key. 

Hold 00wn [];I] and strike [Q 
[CI'RLl t moves the cursor to the top of the file. 

Hold 00wn [];I] and strike ~ 

This function IOO\Tes the cursor to the end of the line on 
which the cursor is located, as shown in the following 
illustrations : 

Before 

JICAT Systans pwlishes the following kinds of software manuals 
for the operating systans, applications, and languages available 
on WICAT computers: 

After 

WICAT Systans publishes the following kinds of software manuals;~ 
for the operating systans, applications, and languages available 
on WICAT computers: 
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St p 5 

Step 6 

WICAT's Text Editing Program: The Virtual Fiiiting Window (VEW) 

Hold 00im [§] and strike [Q 
'Ibis function moves the cursor to the beginning of the line. 

Before 

WICAT Systans ptblishes the following kinds of software manuals,tl 
for the operating systans, applications, and languages available 
on WICAT computers: 

After 

:trCAT Systans ptblishes the following kinds of software manuals 
for the operating systans, applications, and languages available 
on WICAT computers: 

Hold 00im [§] and strike ~ 

This function moves the cursor to the first character 
p:>sition in the next line. 

Before 

~CAT Systans ptblishes the following kinds of software manuals 
for the operating systans, applications, and languages available 
on WICAT computers: 

After 

WICAT Systans ptblishes the following kinds of software manuals 
#'Pr the operating systans, applications, and languages available 
on WICAT canputers: 

tUrE: You can repeat sane control-key functions by striking 
the character key a second time (keeping [crRL] 
depressed). If you wish to repeat a function several 
times, strike the character key as many times as you 
want the function repeated. Similarly, sane control
key functions can be repeated indefinitely py 
depressing [CI'RLl and holding down the character key. 
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CUtting and Pasting Text 

'!be cut and paste functions allow you to copy text from one location in a 
file and insert that text elsewhere in the file. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Use the appropriate arrow keyes) to position the cursor over 
the first letter in the first line of text, as shewn below: 

~CAT Systans ptblishes the following kinds of software manuals 
for the operating systans, applications, and languages available 
on WICAT computers: 

Find the escape key, [g] 
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Step 3 

Step 4 

WICAT's Text Editing Program: The Virtual Editing Window (VE,W) 

Strike ~ twice. 

Here is what the screen looks like: 

The number (1) a~ars at the bottan of the screen on what is 
referred to as the VEIN function line. 

TyJ;e the follGiing: 

3cu 

'Ibis message a~ars manentarily at the bottan of the screen: 

(3) CUtting text • . • 

When this message disapt:ears, the cursor reappears at the 
beginning of the blank line iImrediately following the last 
line of the first r:aragraph. In other words, the cursor 
apt:ears at the beginning of the line iImrediately following 
the last line of text that was cut. '!his allCMs you to 
determine whether all the text you wanted to cut was actually 
cut. Note that the original text is undisturbed. 
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Step 5 

Step 6 

Hold down § and strike [Q 
The follCMing message appears momentarily at the tottom of 
the screen: 

Moving to end of file ••• 

When this message disa~ars, the cursor reaPr:ears next to 
the end-of-file marker at the bottan of the file. 

Strike ~ twice. 
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Step 7 

Step 8 

Step 9 

WICAT's Text Editing Program: The Virtual Editing Window (VEW) 

Type the following: 

pa 

'Ibis message aprears manentarily at the bottan of the screen: 

Pa~ing text ••• 

'!he foregoing message disappears, and this is what your 
screen looks like: 

Note that the three lines Qlt. when you executed (lJ are now 
pasted into the text. 

Strike a@ 
Strike ~ twice. 
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Step 10 ~ the follONing: 

3pa 

'Ibis message appears mcmentarily at the bottan of the screen: 

Pasting text ••• 

'1lle foregoing message disappears and this is what your screen 
looks like: 

When you ~ 3pa onto the VFliI fUnction line, you indicated 
that you wanted the text that had been cut, inserted into the 
file three times (beginning at the location of the cursor) • 

The PA escape-key function can also be J;.erformed using the alternate 
key};Bd. 
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Step 11 

Step 12 

Step 13 

WICAT's Text Editing Program: The Virtual Editing Windcw (VEW) 

Use the appropriate arrow keyes) to };X)sition the cursor over 
the first letter in the first line of text, as shown below: 

!ICAT Systens publishes the following kinds of software manuals 
for the o~rating systens, applications, and languages available 
on WICAT computers: 

Find the alternate keypad. 

Find the 1 key in the alternate keypad, {I}. 

. " " , v .. ." • "'~Q I'-'j.< , 

~ ,,"" 0..' 
.V ~ 

c'" ., 
~ .. " .. " 

~ ~:'11 ~:"I ~ 
.11 

.I'ki l1oi:-- ~ .:r.: .... ~~ 
" 

~ ~ 
0:. ~ ~ '&: ~ 

[I( \, I"i N ~ ~~ ~ :-.' ~ ~ -'J ~ ( ;' ~ ,," ~, :'-..: :\: 

: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~l§~~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 
,,"~ 

~ ,~,,'~ .~ .~ ~~~~ 
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Step 14 

Step 15 

Strike [g 
This message apJ;ears manentarily at the bottan of the screen: 

CUtting text • • • 

When this message disappears, the cursor apJ;ears at the 
beginning of the line i.mnediately following the last line of 
text that was cut. '!his allows you to determine whether all 
the text you wanted to cut was actually cut. Note that the 
original text is undisturbed. 

Using only this single keystroke to cut the text allows you 
to cut only one line at a time. 

Hold 00wn ~ and strike [g 
The following message app:!ars rnanentarily at the bottan of 
the screen: 

Moving to end of file ••• 

When this message disappears, the cursor reappears next to 
the end-of-file marker at the bottom of the file. 
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Step 16 

WICAT's Text Editing Progran: The Virtual Editing Window (VEW) 

Strike (g on the alternate keyp!.d. 

'!his message ag;ears manentarily at the bottan of the screen: 

Pasting text ••• 

'!he foregoing message disappears, and this is what your 
screen looks like: 

In order to cut more than one line you must strike [1##] for 
each line you wish cut. 

Like the esca~key function, using {I} and {3} in the 
alternate keyp!.d leaves in place the text that is cut. 

Using the 2 key in the alternate keypld deletes the line to be moved as 
it is cut. 
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Step 17 

Step 18 

Step 19 

Use the appropriate arrow keyes) to position the cursor over 
the first letter in the first line of text, as shown below: 

~CAT Systens publishes the foll~ing kinds of software manuals 
for the operating systans, applications, and languages available 
on WICAT computers: 

Find the alternate keypld. 

'" ,n "" .. , 
7 8 9 -

'4 5 6 

1 2 3 

LJ !-.. 
lEJ 

Find the 2 key, {2}. 

-, -'- "' ~ ;:\,., 0 

"" ~ ~, ,,-

," :-..; 
~'- 00 ~, 

~~ 2 
~ ~ 

~ ,~ 
.~, ilIII 

~" 
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Step 20 

Step 21 

WIeAT's Text Editing Program: The Virtual &titing Window (VEW) 

Strike [Q 
This message ap~ars manentarily at the bottan of the screen: 

Cutting text ••• 

When this message disaP{:ears, the cursor ~ars at the 
beginning of the line inmediately follaYing the last line of 
te.'Ct that was cut. This allaYS you to determine whether all 
the text you wanted to cut was actually cut. 

Unlike the escape-key function, using this single keystroke 
to cut the text allaYS you to cut only one line at a time. 

Hold 00wn [!;!] and strike ~ 

The follaYing message a~ars rnanentarily at the bottan of 
the screen: 

Moving to end of file ••• 

When this message disa~ars, the cursor reapJ;ears next to 
the end-of-file marker at the bottan of the file. 
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Step 22 Strike ~ on the alternate keypad. 

'Ibis message aptears manentarily at the bottan of the screen: 

Pasting text ••• 

'!he foregoing message disappears, and this is what your 
screen looks like: 

You have now parformed the cut and paste function using only 
three keys of the alternate keypad, rather than the escape
key function described above. 
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Step 23 Position the cursor as shown in the following illustration: 

Step 24 Strike m5iJ 
Step 25 Strike [:!hIJ 

Step 26 '1.'yI:e the fo11aving on to the blank. line you have made: 

WICAT Systens ~lishes the following kinds of software manuals 
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Deleting Text 

'!he following steps shew you hON to delete text. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Position the cursor as shown in the following illustration: 

Hold down ~ and strike ~ 

Notice that the text on the line where the cursor is located 
is gone. [CI'RL] y deletes an entire line, from the cursor to 
the front of the line as well as from the cursor to the end 
of the line so that even the space occupied by the line is 
deleted. 
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Step 3 

Step 4 

WICAT's Text Editing Program: The Virtual Editing window (va-l) 

Hold <bm [§] and strike ~ 

'!his is what the screen looks like: 

Note that when the cursor is at the beginning of a line and 
you execute (crm..l d, the text on that line disappears but 
the spice occupied by the line does not. 

Strike ~ twice. 
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Step 5 

Step 6 

~ the following: 

2dl 

'!his message appears manentarily at the bottan of the screen: 

Deleting 1 ine ••• 

'!he foregoing message disappears and this is what the screen 
looks like: 

The t;X>sition of the cursor (i. e. , the line on which the 
cursor is located as well as its p:>sition on that line when 
you strike [ESC]) deteDmines where the escape-key function is 
performed. 

Strike ~ twice. 
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Step 7 

Step 8 

WICAT's Text Editing Progran: The Virtual Fditing Window (VEW) 

Type the follCMing: 

dd 

'!be follCMing message a~ars at the bottan of the screen: 

Deleting to end of file, Are you sure? 

Strike ~ 

This is what the screen looks like when the foregoing message 
disaPJ;ears: 
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Saving a COl?{ of the Fditing Session 

At the beginning of this chapter you were asked to ~ the following 
next to a right-angle bracket at the bottan of the screen: 

Val lesson 

'!his told your computer to go to the disk, find the file l"I.amed LFSSGl, 
and read that file into rnenory. rrhe following illustration draws an 
analogy between what your computer ooes and what you would do were the 
computer's disk a file cabinet and the computer's manory (and your 
ter:minal) a typewriter. 

VEW 

When your computer puts LES5rn in the typewriter, it puts only a COp.{ of 
the LES5rn file that is on the disk. In other words, the LESSCN in the 
typewriter is a cop.{; the LES5rn on the disk ranains intact. 

As you modify the LESSCN in the typewriter, the LESSCN in the file 
cabinet remains lU'lchanged. rrherefore, if the power goes out or sanething 
happens to the ~stan so that the LESSCN in the typewriter is lost, you 
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still have the LESSCN in the cabinet, even though you lose the copy in 
manory. 

'!herefore, it is wise to p:!riodically send a copy of the file, in manory, 
back to the disk. When you cD so, the oomputer makes another oopy, or 
version of the file as it exists in menory, and puts that copy on the 
disk.. '!hus, the original LESSCN ranains intact, the oopy you sent back 
to the disk is filed with the original as another version of that file, 
and you still have the copy in memory to be modified further. 

You may send as many copies of a file as you wish to the disk, and each 
copy is saved as a separate file. 

'!he VEJtl program sends a copy of the file you are editing every fifteen 
minutes. Your terminal beeps twice each time a oopy of your file is 
saved. 

You can also save a copy of the file l:rj executing the SA function. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Strike ~ twice. 

TyJ;e the foll<Ying: 

sa 

'!his message a~ars manentarily at the l:x>ttan of the screen: 

Saving all files ••• 

When the foregoing message disap~ars, the cursor returns to 
its previous location on the screen and you can resume your 
work. 

This ftmction can also be performed using the alternate keypad. 
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Step 1 Find the alternate keypad. 

step 2 Find the conuna key, {,}, on the al ternate keypad. 

:-..~ ~ ."-
~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ 

" :'\: ) 

~ ~ 
."-

t\~ ~~ 
~ 

~x 

Step 3 Strike g. 
'!be follOliing message apJ.:ears at the bottan of the screen: 

Saving all files ••• 
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Exiting the editing session 

The function described in this tutorial ranoves the LESSCN file from the 
t.yp!writer and files it in the cabinet. 

The ~ function and the dru;h key in the alternate keypad terminate the 
editing session while savL1'lg a coP.f of the file. 

Step I 

Step 2 

Strike ~ twice. 

TyJ;:e the follaving: 

ex 

'!his message appears at the bottan of the screen: 

Exi ting LESSCN 

The cursor reappears next to a right-angle bracket at the 
botton of the screen. 

The foregoing escape-key function can also be perfamed using the 
alternate key};ad. 

Step I TyJ;:e the follaving: 

Vf!!I1 lesson 
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Step 2 Find the dash key in the al temate keypad, { -} • 

Step 3 Strike [Q 
This message aP};:ears at the botton of the screen: 

Exiting LESSCN 

'!he cursor rea~ars next to a right-angle bracket at the bottom of 
the screen. 

Read the ~ User I s Reference Manna' for a complete explanation of 
alternate keypa.d functions and the VEH Program. 

You may go on to the next chapter in this manual. 
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Chapter 4 

The Command Interpreter Program (CIP) 

Reserve at least 30 minutes to complete the tutorials in this chapter. 

This chapter introduces you to the Command Interpreter Program (CIP) , the 
program that allays you to work within the framework of directories, 
devices, etc., that constitute your systan I s hardware and software. 

You recall from the previous chapter that your terminal keyboard and 
screen were compared to a typewriter, that the disk was compared to a 
file cabinet, and that the functions available in VFW allow you to do 
things at the typewriter. 

CIP corranands allay you to do things at the file cabinet, so to sfeak. For 
example, if you have several copies of a file and you want to throw OJNay 
some of the copies, there is a CIP command that allows you to do so. If 
you want to rename one of the files (put. a new label on the file I s folder 
tab) there is another CIP corranand that allows you to do so. You can move 
files from one drawer to another, find out what your file cabinet 
contains, and ~rform many other tasks by means of CIP corranands. 

In fact, VFJfl is actually a CIP conunand that allows you to create or 
access a tile. 

The tutorials in this chapter anploy the file you have already created. 

You must perform each tutorial in this chapter in the order in which it 
is presented before you go on to the next chapter. 

Before beginning any tutorial in this chapter, ensure that: 

1. You are logged on to the systan (you are logged on when the 
cursor apfears next to a right-angle bracket, >, at the bottom of 
the screen) as the SYSTEM user. If you need to log on (and the 
tx>wer to the au and to your terminal is already on), begin with 
step 4 in the first chapter, complete that procedure, and begin 
the tutor ial in this chapter. 
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2. You are in the ISYSLm.srnOCLI directory. If you are tmsure of 
the directory you are in, type clef next to the right angle 
bracket at the bottan of the screen, and strike [RE'mNl. 'Ibis 
kind of message apt:ears at the bottom of the screen when you 
strike [RE'mNl: 

--PeOI SYSLm. srnOCLI 

If anything other than ISYSLm. srnOCLI is the last element in the 
characters that apt:ear at the bottom of the screen, type the 
following next to the right angle bracket that appears at the 
bottom of the screen and then str ike [REIRN1: 

cd syslib.school 

Hati to Find OUt What a Directory Contains 

You might think of a directory as a drawer in a file cabinet. The 
tutorial in this section shows you how to find out what files a directory 
contains. 

The description of the DIR Coo1mand, in the rYMCS. User I s Reference Manual 
contains a complete description of the CIP command used in this tutorial. 

Step I 

Step 2 

Type the following next to the right angle bracket at the 
bottom of the screen: 

dir 

Strike o:@ 
In a moment, the following kind of information appears at the 
bottom of the screen: 

Di rectory listing of _IXl)1 SYSLm. srnOCLI 
LESSCN •• 4 

This tells you that _DCO/SYSLm.srnOCLI contains a file 
labeled LESSON •• 4. 

J)CO may not be the first element in the name of your 
directory. '!be first elanent in the name of a directory is 
actually the name of the disk or file cabinet that contains 
the directory or drawer. Inasmuch as that first element can 
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Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Step 7 

The Command Interpreter Program (CIP) 

vary from system to system, you should not be concerned if 
..J)CO is not the first element in the name of your directory. 

The "4" following LESSCN tells you that you have at least one 
copy, or version, of LESSGJ, and that the copy you have is 
the fourth version created since the the initial creation of 
the file. 

'l'ype the follCMing: 

V9il lesson 

Strike m5iJ 
The screen goes blank and then the first 23 lines in LESSCN 
ap~ar on the screen. 

You have just used the VFW Command to read a copy of LESSCN 
from _DCO/ SYSLm. SClICXLI, write that copy into memory, and 
display the first 23 lines of that copy on the screen. 

Strike ~ twice. 

'l'ype the follCMing next to and> at the bottan of the screen: 

ex 

EX is the esca~-key function in VEW that allows you to write 
the copy of the file, in rnanory, back to the disk and then 
erase the copy of the file fran memory. 

When the copy has been written to the disk, the cursor 
reap~ars next to a right angle bracket at the bottan of the 
screen. 

'l'ype the following: 

dir 
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Step 8 

Step 9 

Strike o.@ 
The following kind of information ap~ars at the bottan of 
the screen: 

Directory listing of -PCO/SYSLIB.SCHOOLI 
LESSCN •• s 

Note that a" S" ap~ars next to LESs::N instead of the" 4" 
that appeared the first time you t~d DIR and struck 
[RE'IRN1. 

The "S" tells you that you have at least one cop.{ of LESSCN 
in J)COI SYSLm. SCHOOLI, and that that copy is the fifth 
version of that file that has been made since you created the 
file. 

Type the following: 

air lesson •• * 
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Step 10 
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Strike or5iJ 
The following information appears at the bottom of the 
screen: 

Di rectory listing of _DCO/ SYSLm. SCHOOL! 
LESSON •• 1 LESSON •• 3 LESSON •• 5 
LESSON •• 2 LESSON •• 4 

This report tells you that you have five copies, or versions, 
of LESSCN in .J)CO/ SYSLm. SCHOOL! • 

The asterisk you typed in the foregoing step is called a 
wildcard symbol. 

When you typ: something next to the right angle bracket at 
the bottom of the screen and then str ike [RErnN], the eIP 
takes what you typ: literally. When you type only DIR and 
str ike [RETIRN], the CIP takes that to mean that you want a 
list containing the name of the most recently created copy of 
each file in the directory. 

By typing an asterisk, you told the CIP to include in the 
list any file named LESSON regardless of its version number. 

Wildcard ~ls 
Reference Manpal 
symbols. 

have numerous uses. Read the NMCS. Use r ' s 
for a complete explanation of wildcard 

How to Create a Directory 

This tutor ial introduces you to the CRD Command, descr ibed in detail in 
the NMCS. User I s Reference Mannal • 

Step 1 Type the following next to the right angle bracket at the 
bottom of the screen: 

crd .newdir 

NOrE: Be sure to type the period as shown in the foregoing 
character string. 
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Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Strike m5iJ 
The follCMing report ap:tears at the bottan of the screen: 

Directory -DCO/SYSLIB.SCHOOL.NEWDIRI created. 

This report tells you that a directory labeled -DCDI 
SYSLIB. SCHOOL. NEWDIRI has been added to your disk. 

~ the follCMing: 

dir 

Strike m5iJ 
The follCMing report aP:tears at the bottan of the screen: 

Directory listing of _DCO/SYSLIB.SCHOOL! 
LESSON •• S NEWDIR.DIR.1 

Note that _DCO/SYSLIB. SClIOOL.NEWDIRI ap:tears as NEWDIR.DIR.l 
in the di rectory listing for _DCOI SYSLIB. SCHOOL! 

J)CO/SYSLIB.SCHOCL.NEWDIRI is the pathnarne for the new 
directory. In other words, it is a way of referring to the 
new directory that tells you where to find the new directory 
(i.e., the path to follCM to find the directory). For 
example, J)CO tells you that the new directory is on device 
-DCO. I SYSLIB. SOfOCL. NEWDIRI tells you that to find the 
directory you must first go to directory ISYSLIBI and then to 
directory ISOKXLI (a subdirectory of ISYSLIBI) in order to 
find the new directory. 
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How to Move from <Ale Directory to Another 

This tutorial introduces you to the CD Command, described in detail in 
the WMCS User I s Reference Manila] • 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

'!YPe the following: 

cd .newdir 

NOTE: Be sure to tYI;e the t:eriod as shown in the foregoing 
character string. 

Strike rnSJ 
The following report apt:ears at the botton of the screen: 

J)COI SYSLIB. SQICXL. NEWDIRI 

This tells you that you are now in the new directory. 

'!YPe the following: 

dir 

Strike o@ 
The follONing report apt:ears at the botton of the screen: 

No files found. 

This re{X)rt tells you that the new directory contains no 
files. 

'!YPe the following: 

cd syslib. school 

This character string returns you to directory 
/ SYSLIB. SQICX:V • 
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Step 6 Strike rnSJ 
How to Find Out What Directory You Are In 

This tutor ial shows you how to use the DEF Command descr ibed in detail in 
the NMCS User's Reference Manua' • 

SuptX>se that you have just used the CD Command, as in the foregoing 
tutor ial, to move to a di rectory, that you then use the VEW Command to 
edit or create a file in that directory, and that you then want to know 
what directory you are in. '!he following tutorial shows you how you 
could use the DEF Cornnand to find out what directory you are in. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Type the following: 

Vel lesson 

This command-line character string reads a copy of _nco/ 
SYSLm. SQf(XI./LESSCN from the disk, writes that copy into 
manory, and displays the first 23 lines of that file on the 
screen. 

Strike o@ 
Strike ~ twice. 

Type the following next to (1) at the oottan of the screen: 

ex 

EX is the VEW function that allows you to write the copy of 
the file, in memory, to the disk and then erase the copy of 
the file that was in menory. 
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Step 5 

Step 6 

The Command Interpreter Program (eIP) 

TYPe the following next to the right angle bracket at the 
bottan of the screen: 

def 

Strike m5iJ 
The following report appears at the bottom of the screen: 

_DCO/ SYSLm. SClKXL/ 

This tells you that _DCO/SYSLm.SQICXJLI is your default 
directory; that is, the directory you are in. 

How to Copy Files 

This tutor ial introduces you to the mpy Command which allows you to 
create a copy of a file and assign that cop.{ to any directory in your 
system. 

The WMCS User's Reference Manila] contains a detailed descr iption of the 
COPY Command. 

Step 1 TYPe the following next to the right angle bracket at the 
bottom of the screen: 

copy lesson overview. txt 

The foregoing command-line character string tells the CIP 
that you wish to create a COp.{ of LESSCN and name that copy 
OVERVIEW. TXT . 

The • TXT that follows CNERVIEW in the name of the cop.{ is 
called a file extension. 'Ibis p:lrticular file extension 
indicates that the file contains text. The WMCS User's 
Reference Manual tells you all about file extensions. 
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The Camnand Interpreter Program (CIP) 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Strike m5J 
The following report appears at the bottom of the screen: 

....DCCI SYSLm. SOlCXLILESSCN •• 6 to J.lCO/ SYSLm. SO:I<XLf OVE:RVIEW • TXT Copied. 

This report tells you that LESSON •• 6 (located in _DCOI 
SYSLm.SOIOCLI) has been oopied and that the copy is named 
OVERVIEW. TXT .1 (al so located in -.DCOI SYSLm. srnOOL/) • 

Type the following: 

dir 

Strike o@ 
This kind of report appears at the bottan of the screen: 

Directory listing of _DCO/SYSLm.srnOOL/ 
LESSON •• 6 NEWDIR.DIR.l OVERVIEW. TXT. 1 

Note that LESSON •• 6 still exists. When you make a copy ot a 
file, the original ranains as it was. Furthermore, 
modifications to LESSON •• 6 do not affect OVERVIEW.TXT and 
vice versa. 

Type the following: 

copy overview.txt Isyslib.school.newdir/overview.txt 

The foregoing command-line character string tells the CIP 
that you wish to create a copy of OVERVIEW. TXT and assign 
that oopy to directory -.DCO/SYSLm.SO!CXL.NEWDIRI. 

Strike m5J 
The report at the bottom of the screen tells you that the 
copy has been made. 
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The Command Interpreter Program (CIP) 

HC7Il to Rename Files 

This tutorial introduces you to the REN Command that you can use to 
change the name of a file. 'Ibis is analogous to changing the label on a 
file tolder. 

The NMC'S User's Reference Mannal contains a detailed description of REN. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Type the following next to the right angle bracket at the 
bottom of the screen: 

ren overview.txt manuals.txt 

This conunand-line character string tells the CIP that you 
wish to change the name of OJERVIEW.'IXT to rwIDALS.'IXT. 

Strike rn5l] 
The following kind of report appears: 

J)COI SYSLm • SCEC(L/ OVERVIEW. 'IXT .1 renamed to _DCO/ SYSLm. SCHC(L/MANUALS. 'IXT 

This rer;:ort tells you that OVERVIEW. 'IXT.1 has been renamed 
and that its new name is MANDALS.'IXT. 

Type the following: 

dir 

Strike tmliI 
This kind of report appears: 

Directory listing of _OCO/ SYSLm. SCBOCL/ 
LESSCN •• 6 MANUALS.'IXT.1 NEWDIR.DIR.1 

Note that OVERVIEW. 'IXT is nCM MANUALS. 'IXT. 
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The canmand Interpreter program (CIP) 

How to see what a text file contains 

Use the T.iPE canmand, introduced in this tutorial, when you want to look 
at the contents of a text file. '!he NMCS. User I s Reference ManJ]a' 
contains a detailed description of TYPE. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

~ the following: 

type lesson 

This command-line character string tells the CIP that you 
wish to look at the contents of LESSCN. 

Strike o@ 
The text in LESSCN is displayed on the screen and rushes p:tst 
until the end of the file is reached. lJbis movement of the 
text is called scrolling. 

~ the following: 

type lesson :pause 

The :pause at the end of the character string is an option 
available with the TYPE Command that you can use to control 
scrolling. 

Such options available with CIP Commands are called switches. 
Most CIP corranands have a variety of switches that you can use 
to control the way in which the command is executed. lJbe 
WMCS User Reference Manual explains how to use the switches 
available with each corranand. 

Strike o.@ 
The first 22 lines of text in LESSCN apt:ear on the screen and 
the cursor apt:ears at the bottan of the screen next to an 
asterisk. 

You can look as long as you wish at what appears on the 
screen. 
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Step 5 

The Command Interpreter Program (CIP) 

Strike m5iJ 
The ranainder of the text in LESSCN apt:ears on the screen and 
the cursor reapt:ears at the bottom of the screen next to a 
right-angle bracket. 

HCM to Ranove Files from the Disk 

This tutorial introduces you to the ru and DEL commands. ru purges a 
directory of extra versions of a file or files. For example, if you have 
half a oozen versions of LESSCN and want to keep only the most recent 
version, ru allows you to get rid of the five unwanted versions of that 
file. 

You would use DEL to remove, or delete, all the versions of a file 
(including the most recent version) • 

Step 1 

Step 2 

TYPe the following: 

dir lesson •• 

This command-line character string tells the CIP that you 
want a directory listing showing all the versions of LESSCN. 

Strike m5J 
This kind of report appears: 

Directory listing of _DCO/SYSLIB.SCHOCLI 
LESSON •• 1 LESSCN •• 3 LESSCN •• 5 
LESSON •• 2 LESSON •• 4 LESSON •• 6 

This report tells you that /SYSLIB. srnOCLI contains six 
versions of LESSON. 
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The Corranand Interpreter Program (CIP) 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

'IY~ the follaving: 

pu 

This corranand tells the crp that you want to purge / 
SYSLID.SffiOCLlof all but the most recently created version of 
each file in the di rectory. LESSON •• 6 is the most recent 
version of LESSON. 

strike m5iJ 
The follaving ap~ars at the bottom of the screen: 

J)CO/ SYSLID. SCllOCLlLESSCN •• 1 
J)CO/ SYSLID. SQiOCLlLESSCN •• 2 
J)CO/ SYSLID. SCllOCLlLESSON •• 3 
J)CO/ SYSLID. SOI<XL/LESSON •• 4 
J)CO/ SYSLID. SCll<XL/LESSCN •• 5 
Delete (Y or N)? > 

The last line in the foregoing display asks you whether you 
wish to delete the files listed. This kind of display is 
called a pranpt because you are asked, or prompted, for 
input. 

Strike [g 
The follaving report ap~ars: 

J)CO/ SYSLID. SCllOCLlLESro-l •• l Deleted. 
J)CO/ SYSLm. SCllOCLlLESSCN •• 2 Deleted. 
J)CO/ SYSLm. srnOCLlLESSCN •• 3 Deleted. 
J)CO/ SYSLm. srnOCLlLESSCN •• 4 Deleted. 
J)COI SYSLm. srnOCLlLESSON •• 5 Del eted. 
5 files deleted. 

This report tells you that five files have been deleted from 
the di rectory, and 1 ists the files. 
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Step 6 

Step 7 

Step 8 

Step 9 

Step 10 

Type the following: 

dir 

Strike or5J 

The canrnand Interpreter Program (CIP) 

Note that LESSCN •• 6, the most recently created version of 
LESSCN, was not deleted. 

Type the follaving: 

del lesson. 

This command-line character string tells the CIP that you 
wish to delete the most recently created version of LESSON. 
Note that you must include the t;:eriod after "lesson." 

Strike m5iJ 
The following prompt ap~ars: 

J)COI SYSLm. srnCXLILESSCN •• 6 
Delete (Y or N)? > 

This prompt. asks you whether you wish to delete LESSCN .. 6. 
Were you to strike the Y character key, LESSCN •• 6 would be 
deleted and you would no longer have any copies of LESSON. 

Strike [Q 
Note that nothing hap~ns. 

For a prompt of this kind, Y and N are the only two 
acceptabl e resI;X>nses. 
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The Command Interpreter Program (CIP) 

Step 11 Strike ~ 

The cursor then reappears next to a right angle bracket at 
the bottan of the screen. 

Diagnostic Messages 

This tutorial introduces you to the diagnostic messages available on your 
system to tell you when a CIP comrrand could not be executed as you may 
have specified. 'lberefore, in this tutorial you are asked to type a 
conunand incor rectly so that you can be introduced to the diagnostic 
messages. 

The ~ User I s Reference Manua' contains a detailed explanation of 
diagnostic messages. 

Step 1 TYPe the following next to the right angle bracket at the 
bottan of the screen: 

ddel 

You would normally type DEL to tell the CIP that you want to 
execute the DEL Command. 
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Step 2 

The CClnrnand Interpreter Program (CIP) 

.Il 
Strl.ke ~ 

The follcwing diagnostic message ap~ars: 

CIP 
FAilAED 
MESSM;E 

Creating process ddel. exe 
Status = 133. 
The SIX=cified file could not be found. 

Each diagnostic message contains three lines. 

The first line tells you that a problan was encountered when 
the CIP tried to find the DDEL command. 

The second line tells you that the CIP failed to find the 
command and that the systan identified the reason for the 
failure as problem number 133. 

The third line of the report tells you what problan number 
133 is; that is, the third line contains the message that 
explains problem number 133. 

The cursor appears next to a right-angle bracket under the 
diagnostic message. 

Editing the CIP CClnrnand Line 

This tutorial introduces you to control-key functions and methods of 
edi ting the CIP corranand line. The control-key functions descr ibed in 
chapter 3 of this manual, WICAT's Text Editing Program, p:rform the most 
of the same functions when editing the command line. 

Step 1 Type the follcwing next to the right-angle bracket at the 
bottan of the screen: 

ddel 

You know that this corranand is incor rect and you want to edit 
it before striking [RETRN]. 
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The Gommand Interpreter Program (CIP) 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Step 7 

Step 8 

Press [g and, keeping it depressed, strike [Q 
This deletes the line and allays you to type the corranand 
correctly. 

Type the follaving: 

el 

You know you have anitted the "d" and want to edit the 
corranand line before striking [RETRN]. 

Hold down [];dJ and strike [g 
The cursor jumps to the front of the command line and puts 
you in the correct FOsition to type the "d". 

Hold down (g] and strike [g 
This deletes everything to the right of the cursor on the 
corranand line. Since the cursor was at the front of the line, 
the entire corranand was deleted. 

Type the follaving: 

dal lesson 

You real ize ndel n is misspelled and want to edit the corranand 
line before striking [RETRN]. 

Use the left arrow key to FOsition the cursor on top of the 
nl n in ndal n • 

Strike [I;!] 
This deletes the na, n (the letter to the left of the cursor) 
and puts you in the correct FOsition to type the "e". After 
you type the "e" you realize the period is missing after the 
word "lessonn on the corranand line. 
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Step 9 

Step 10 

The Command Interpreter Program (eIP) 

Hold down (g and strike ~ 

The cursor jumps to the end of the command I ine and puts you 
in the correct p:>sition to tyr:e the I;eriod. NcM supp:>se you 
don I t want to delete the LESSCN file, but you want to clear 
the conrrnand line. 

Strike ~ several times until the cursor is next to the 

right angle bracket. 

Read the W1CS User1s Reference Maonal for a complete description of the 
Command Interpreter Program. 

You may go on to the next chapter in this manual. 
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Chapter 5 

Creating User Accounts 

Reserve at least 45 minutes to complete the activities outlined in this 
chapter. 

Reserving SYSTEl4-user Privileges 

The SYSTEM user has Lmrestricted access to the system, i.e., he can 
affect all processes rtmning on the system, m:x1ify system files, and even 
affect the hardware. Therefore, the system rranager should change the 
password for the SYSTEM user and assign a user account to each user on 
the system bef or e anyone begins the tutor ial s in the WMCS Introductory 
User's Manual. 

This chapter tells you how to do so. 

Before you begin any of the activities in this chapter, ensure that: 

1. You are logged on to the system (you are logged on when the 
cursor appears next to a right angle bracket, >, at the bottom of 
the screen) as the SYSTEM user. If you need to log on (and the 
J;X)wer to the CPU and to your terminal is already on), begin with 
step 3 in the first chapter, complete that procedure, and begin 
the tutor ial in this chapter. 

2. You are in your user-account default directory (/SYSLm/ is the 
user-account default directory for the SYSTEM user). If you are 
Lmsure of the directory you are in, tYJ::e def next to the right 
angle bracket at the bottom of the screen, and strike [RE'mNl. 
This kind of rressage ap~ars at the bottom of the screen when you 
strike [RE'mNl: 

J)CO/ SYSLmi 
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Creating User Accounts 

If anything other than /SYSLIBI is the last elanent in the 
characters that ap~ar at the bottan of the screen, ty~ the 
follaving and then strike [RRIRN]: 

cd syslib 

3. Your terminals are set up pro~rly. If you do not have WICAT 
terminals, read App:mldix A of the WlCAT Virtual Editing Window 
(YEW) .Ilsel: Reference Manila J to learn how to set your terminal 
t~. 

Change the Password on the SYSTEM Account 

Step 1 Type the follaving: 

userprof 

This is the rnnemomc for the USERPROF Command, or program, 
that allavs you to modify and create user accounts (i.e., 
this program is the user profile editing program on your 
systaru. User accounts are explained later in this chapter. 
USERPROF is described in detail in the NMCS System Manager's 
Reference Manual. 
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Step 2 

Step 3 

Creating User Accounts 

Strike mSJ 
In a manent, the screen looks like this: 

The foregoing display is explained later in this chapter. 

Strike ~ twice. 

The follaving characters apt:ear in the lONer left-hand corner 
of the screen: 

(1) 
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Step 4 ~ the following: 

sh 

This apt:ears on me line at the botton of the screen: 

Show Username > 

Step 5 ~ the following: 

system 

Step 6 Strike rn5iJ 
In a manent, the screen looks like this: 
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Step 7 

Step 8 

Step 9 

Step 10 

Step 11 

Creating User Accounts 

Strike the ~ three times. 

The cursor should be positioned as indicated in the following 
illustr ation: 

Protection 
CMner 
Directory 

S: RE,P: ,G: 

sYS$DISK!SYSLml 

Strike the ~---~ key twice. 

RE,O:IWRE 

The cursor should be positioned as indicated in the follCMing 
illustration: 

Protection 
CMner 
Directory 

Type your name. 

S: RE,P: ,G: RE,O:IlVRE 

SYS$DISK! SYSLml 

Use the right- or left-arrow keys if you need to move the 
cursor about the line, or use the delete key, [DEL], if you 
need to erase characters. 

Strike ~ twice. 

Type the tollCMing: 

sp 

This prompt ap~ars at the bottom of the screen: 

Pas&word > 
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Creating User Accounts 

Step 12 

Step 13 

Step 14 

Tyre the pa.ssword you wish to assign to the SYSTEM account. 
The password does not show up on the screen as you type it. 

The pa.ssword can contain only printable characters; 
that is, altha, nurreric, and symbol characters are 
allowed, spaces and control-key characters are not. No 
pa.ssword is assigned when any of these syntax rules is 
violated. 

The pa.ssword can contain no more than 79 characters. If 
you type an 80-character p:lssword (i.e., anything over 
79 characters), USERPROF takes the eightieth character 
as an escape key and assigns the first 79 characters as 
the p:lssword. 

Strike m5lJ 
This prompt appears at the bottom of the screen: 

Verify password > 

Tyre the pa.ssword again. 

Note that the pa.ssword does not show up on the screen. 
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Step 15 

Step 16 

Step 17 

Creating User Accounts 

Strike o@ 
If you ty~d the t=assword cor rectly, this message ap~ars at 
the bottan of the screen: 

The t=assword has been changed 

The cursor returns to the display and this re:r:ort ap~ars in 
the upper right-hand corner of the screen: 

Password s~cified 

If you did not type the password correctly, this message 
appears at the bOttan of the screen: 

Password not verified 

The cursor returns to the display and this re:r:ort appears in 
the upper right-hand corner of the screen: 

No password s~cified 

If this hap~ns, go back to step 10. 

Strike ~ twice. 

'l'yre the follcwing: 

ex 

This report ap~ars manentarily at the bottan of the screen: 

Exiting 

The cursor reap~ars at the top of the screen next to a right 
angle bracket, >. 

This completes the assl.gnment of a t=assword to the SYSTEM. account. Do not 
forget the t=assword you s~cify; it does not appear in the information on 
the screen. 
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Perform the follGling steps to ensure that you can use the SYSTEM account 
to log on. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Type the follGling next to the right angle bracket at the 
bottom of the screen: 

logon 

This will initiate the LOOCN Program so that you can test the 
account as though you were logging on to the system. 
Nevertheless, if sanething is amiss, you will still be logged 
on to the system so that you can solve the probl em. 

Strike or5J 
This kind of prompt appears at the bottom of the screen: 

Welcome to SYS_ $SYSNAME 
Usernarne: 

Type the following: 

system 

Strike or5J 
This prompt appears at the bottom of the screen: 

Password: 

Type the new p:tssword assigned to the SYSTEM account. 
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Step 6 

Step 7 

Step 8 

Step 9 

Step 10 

Step 11 

Creating User Accounts 

Strike m5J 
These lines appear on the screen: 

System Bulletins 

IDTE: Go to step 9 if these lines do not app=ar. 

~ the fo1lONing: 

log 

Strike m5iJ 
This kind of message app=ars at the bottom of the screen: 

SYSTEM logged off at 18-Nov-1983 10:37:11 

The cursor reapp=ars next to a right angle bracket at the 
bottan of the screen. 

Skip the renainder of this procedure. 

~ the follCMing: 

system 

Strike o@ 
~ the new passvord. 
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Step 12 Strike o@ 
If you are still unable to log on, continue resp:>nding to the 
request for a username and a p:lsEMord until "Username:" no 
longer appears on the screen. 

After 30 seconds, a right-angle bracket ap~ars at the bottom 
of the screen. When this hap~ns, go back to the heading 
"CHAN:;E '!HE PAS3-l0RD CN 'IHE SYSTEM ACa:xJN:r" (near the 
beginning of this chapter) and follCM the procedure in that 
section. 

What is a User Account? 

A user account is a record that the WMCS maintains for each username that 
you want the WMCS to recognize. 

For example, in the foregoing procedure, you logged onto the system using 
the username SYSTEM and the p:lsEMord SYSTEM. When you ty~d SYSTEM in 
response to the prompt for a username, you told the WMCS that you wanted 
it to find the record, or account, whose username is SYSTEM. The WMCS 
found mat record, scanned it, found that a pasEMord (SYSTEM) had been 
assigned to the account, and asked you to ty~ the pasEMord. 

The record for each account is stored in a file designated UAF.DAT (the 
UAF stands for User Authorization File, and the DAT indicates that the 
file contains data) located in the /SYSLm/ directory on your system r s 
primary disk. 

When your system arrives, OAF • OAT contains the follCMing records: 

1. DEFAULT. 

2. SYSTEM. 
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The following diagran illustrates the UAF .DAT file as it is when your 
systan arrives. 

SYSTEM 

DEFAULT 

The DEFAULT record is the blank form at the front ot the file that you 
use each time you create a user account; the DEFAULT record is a 
template. 

SYSTEM is the account for the system rranager. The system rranager should 
log on to this account to ferform systan rranaganent flIDctions. For all 
other activity, the systan manager should have a user account. 

Each time you create a user account, you add a record to UAF.DAT. 

When a person types a string of characters in response to the prompt for 
a username, the WMCS searches OAF .DAT to find a record on which that 
character string appears as the username. The WMCS then uses the 
information on that record to create a user process. 

Hay to Create a User Account for Yourself 

Use the following procedure to create a user account for yourself 
(other than the SYSTEM user account). 

You must be logged on as the SYS'l'D1 user before beginning the 
following procedure. 
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Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Type userprof next to the right-angle bracket, >, at the 
bottom of the screen. 

Strike m5l] 
In a moment, this is what the screen looks like: 

Strike ~ twice. 

The follaving characters appear in the laver Iefthand 
corner of the screen: 

(1) 
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Step 4 

Step 5 

Creating User Accounts 

'l'ypa the follaving: 

ad 

The follaving ap~ars at the bottom of the screen: 

Add Usernarne > 

'l'ypa your name, e.g., dave 

What you t~ becomes the usernarne assigned to a record 
in UAF.DAT. 

rom: A usernarne can consist of no roor e than nine 
printable (i.e., no control- or function-key 
characters), alpha, numeric, or ~l characters. 
Spaces before, after, and within the usernarne are 
ignored. If you t~ more than nine printable 
characters, USERPRQF accepts the tenth character 
as the esca~ key and assigns the first nine 
characters as the username. 

Furthermore, a username must be unique. If what 
you t~ is already assigned as a username, the 
following message ap~ars momentarily at the 
bottan of the screen: 

PLEASE USE A DIFFERENT USERNAME. SCMEONE HAS 'lllIS CNE 
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Step 6 

Step 7 

Step 8 

Step 9 

Strike ~ twice. 

IDI'E: Skip this step if you typed more than nine 
characters for the preceding step. 

When you strike [ESC], this rep:>rt appears momentarily 
at the bOttom of the screen: 

and> This record has been added 

Concurrently, the new record (or user acoount) appears 
on the screen. The new record looks just ll.ke the 
record labeled DEFAULT at the front ot the UAF . OAT file, 
except that the username you typed for the preceding 
step appears on the first line of the record. 

Strike ~ twice. 

Type the following: 

sp 

This pranpt appears at the bottom of the screen: 

Password > 

Type the p3.ssword you wish to assign to the new account. 

The p3.ssword can oontain only printable characters; that 
is, alI;ha, numeric, and symbol characters are allowed, 
spaces and control-key characters are not. No p3.ssword 
is assigned when any of these syntax rules is violated. 

The p3.ssword can oontain no more than 79 characters. If 
you type an 80-character p3.ssword (i. e. , anything over 
79 characters), USERPROF takes the eightieth character 
as an escape key and assigns the first 79 characters as 
the password. 
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Step 10 

Step 11 

Step 12 

Creating User Accounts 

Strike a@ 
This prompt ap~ars at the bottom of the screen: 

Verify password > 

Type the password again. 

Note that the password does not show up on the screen. 

Strike rn5lJ 
If you typed the password cor rectly , this message 
appears at the bottom of the screen: 

The password has been changed 

The cursor returns to the display and this report 
appears in the up~r right-hand corner of the screen: 

Password s~cified 

If you did not type the password cor rectly, this message 
appears at the bottom of the screen: 

Password not verified 

The cursor returns to the display and this report 
appears in the upper right-hand corner of the screen: 

No password s~cified 

If this happens, go back to step 7. 

Do not forget your password; it does not ap~ar in the 
information on the screen. 
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Step 13 

Step 14 

Strike (g 
The following illustration shows where the cursor should 
be located: 

Use marne : CAVE 
Account name: 
UIC [U,G] : (0000,0000] 
Protection : s: RE,P: ,G: RE,O:a-mE 

Password scecified 
Priority ~ : 1 
Tirnesliee : 60 

Read the following information about the User 
Identification Code (UIC): 

The UIC consists of two hexadecimal numbers that, 
together, uniquely identify the user account. The first 
four digits are the user identification number, the 
second four are the group identification number. 

In other words, the users on your system can be grout;:ed; 
each group being assigned a number, and then a number 
can be assigned to each user in the group. 

For example, if Brad, Rick, and Jerry are invol ved 
primarily with data entry, you may wish to assign them 
to the same group. Thus Brad might have a user 
identification code of [0001,0004], i.e., user no. 1 in 
group no. 4, Rick might be [0002,0004], etc. 

If Mike, Dave, and Larry are involved in accounts 
receivable, you may wish to assign them to a different 
group so that Brad and the members of his group do not 
have access to the files with which Mike and his group 
work. 

Thus, how a user uses the system is the criterion for 
determining the group to which he should belong. 

CAUTION: Do not fragment the users on your system into 
many groups unnecessarily. Whenever a user in 
one group does need access to material owned by 
someone in another group, the authorization 
process can be troublesome. 
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step 15 

step 16 

Step 17 

Step 18 

Step 19 

Step 20 

Step 21 

step 22 

Creating User Accounts 

Find the "List of User Groups and Users II form in 
appendix A of the WMCS System Manager's Reference 
Manual. List on this sheet the groups into which you 
think the users on your system should be divided. 

SYSI'EM (the group for the system manager) should be the 
first group on your list. 

You might then list the departments in your 
organization, or list such activities as data entry, 
systems programming, etc., or you might combine the 
organizational list with the activities list. 

Assign a nuni:>er to each group, e. g., 0001 to sysrEM, 
0002 to administration, 0003 to accounting, etc. 

Assign every user you will have on your system to a 
group. 

Assign a four-digit number to each user in each group. 

For example, you may be user 0001 in group 0002, Tern 
might be user 0002 in group 0002, Susan might be user 
0003 in group 0002, etc. 

Type your four-digit identification number, e.g., type 
0001 if you are user number 1 in your group. 

Type 'the four-digit number of the group to which you 
belong. For example, type 0002 if you belong to group 
2. 

Strike l!!:D twice. 

Use the left-arrow key to position the cursor as shown 
in the following illustration: 

Usernarne : DAVE Password specified 
Account name: Priority : 1 
UlC [u,G} [0001,0002] Timeslice : 60 
Protection ~: RE,P: ,G: RE,O:r:wRE 
Cwner 
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Step 23 

Step 24 

Step 25 

Step 26 

Step 27 

Step 28 

Step 29 

Type your name. 

This field of the record is for your use in identifying 
the person who owns the account. 

Use the arrow keys to position the cursor as shown in 
the following illustration. 

U5ername : 
Account name: 
Ule [a,G] 
Protection 
CMner 
Directory 

DIWE 

[0001,0002] 
S: RE,P: ,G: RE,O:IlVRE 
Dave Jones 
SYSSDISK/$SLIB/ 

Hold down [§) and strike ~ 

Password 5~cified 
Priority : 1 
Timeslice : 060 

The cursor should be positioned as indicated in the 
following illustration: 

Protection 
Owner 
Directory 

S: RE,P: ,G: RE,O:I:.WRE 
Dave Jones 
SYS$DISK/] 

Type the following: 

users. 

This is what the Directory line on the display should 
look like: 

Directory SYS$DISK/USERS. 

Type your username and a slash, /. For example, were 
Dave your username, the Directory line on the display 
would look like this: 

Directory SYS$DISK/USERS.DAVE/ 

Strike ~ twice. 

Type the following: 

ex 

This completes the creation of your user account. The following 
steps help you create your user-account default directory and set up 
your working environment within that directory. 
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How to Create Your User-account Pefault pirectory 

Your user-account default directory is the directory in which you 
find yourself when you log on to the system. In other words, it is 
the directory (specified on your user-account) in which you 
automatically (or by default) find yourself when you log on. 

Follow these steps to create the directory structure in which you 
and the users on your system will work: 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Type the following next to the right-angle bracket, >, 
at the top of the screen: 

crd users :prot=p:re 

Strike m5J 
This kind of message apfears at the bottom of the 
screen: 

Directory -PeO/USERS/ created. 

Type the following: 

cd users 

Strike m5J 
Type the following: 

crd • 
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Step 6 

Step 7 

Step 8 

Step 9 

Step 10 

Step 11 

Type your username followed by a space. Then type the 
character string shown below (substitute your usernarne 
for DAVE): 

:owner=dave :prot=s:re,p:,g:re,o:rewd 

This is what the line at the bottan of the screen should 
look like when you are finished typing (your usernarne 
having been substituted for DAVE): 

crd .dave :owner=dave :prot=s:re,p:,g:re,o:rewd 

Strike or5J 
Type the following (substitute your usernarne for DAVE): 

cd .dave 

Strike m5iJ 
Type the following: 

vew userup. com 

Strike o:@ 
This message appears momentarily on the screen: 

Creating file "userup.com l 
•••• 

The cursor now ap~ars at the top of the screen in the 
new USERDP.COM file. This is a command file that should 
exist in every user-account default directory. 
USERDP.COM is executed each time the user logs on. This 
file may contain logical name assignments, options, 
connnands, etc. 
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Step 12 

Step 13 

Step 14 

Step 15 

Step 16 

Step 17 

Step 18 

Step 19 

Creating User Accounts 

Strike ~ twice. 

Type the following: 

ex 

Type the following (substitute your username for DAVE): 

fstat userup.cam :owner=dave :prot=s:re,p:,g:re,o:rewd 

Strike mSlJ 
Type the following: 

vew useroff.com 

Strike m5lJ 
This message appears momentarily on the screen: 

Creating file "useroff.com" ••• 

The cursor now appears at the top of the screen in the 
new USERDFF.COM file. This is a command file that should 
exist in every user-account default directory. 
USERDFF • <DM is executed each time the user logs off. 
This file may contain commands, billing information, 
etc. 

Strike ~ twice. 

Type the following: 

ex 
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Step 20 

Step I 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Type the following (substitute your usernarne for DAVE): 

fstat useroff.com :owner=dave :prot=s:re,p: ,g: re,o:rewd 

This completes the creation of your user-account default 
directory. Note that the usernarne and the name of the 
user-account default directory should be the same. 

Test the account by following these steps: 

Type the following next to the right angle bracket, >, 
at the bottan of the screen: 

logon 

Strike m5iJ 
This kind of prompt appears on the screen: 

Welcane to SYS$SYSNAME 
Usernarne: 

Type the usernarne for the new account. 

Strike m5lJ 
This prompt appears on the screen: 

Password: 

Type the password assigned to the new account. 
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Step 6 

Step 7 

Step 8 

Step 9 

Step 10 

Step 11 

Creating User Accounts 

Strike m5J 
These lines appear on the screen: 

Systan Bulletins 

DAVE>··· .•• ~ 

NJ1'E: Go to step 9 if these lines do not appear. 

Your username appears in front of the right angle 
bracket instead of "sysrEM. II 

Type the following: 

log 

Strike o@ 
This appears at the bottan of the screen: 

DAVE logged off at l8-Nov-1983 10:37:11 

The cursor reappears next to a right angle bracket at 
the bottan of the screen. 

Skip the remainder of this procedure. 

Type dave (substitute your name) 

Strike m5lJ 
Type the new password. 
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Step 12 Strike rnSJ 
If you are still unable to log on, continue resporXiing 
to the request for a username and a password until 
"Username:" no longer appears on the screen. 

After a few moments, a right angle bracket appears at 
the bottan of the screen. When this happens, go back to 
the beginning of this section and begin the procedure 
again. 

How to Create an Account for Each User on Your System 

Use the procedure in this section to create a user account for each 
user on your system. That is, repeat this procedure for each user. 

Fach time you begin this procedure, you must be logged on to the 
system as the SYS'l'E%4 user. 

Step I Type the following next to the right angle bracket, >, 
at the bottan of the screen: 

userprof 
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Step 2 Str ike m5:iJ 
In a manent, this is what the screen looks like: 

Step 3 Strike ~ twice. 

This appears at the bottan of the screen: 

(1) 

Step 4 Type the following: 

ad 

This is what the bottan of the screen looks like: 

New Username > 
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Step 5 

Step 6 

Step 7 

Step 8 

Type the usernarne to be assigned to the new account. 

NJl'E: A usernarne can consist of no more than nine 
printable {i.e., no control- or function-key 
characters}, alpha, numeric, or syni::>ol characters. 
Spaces before, after, and within the username are 
ignored. If you type more than nine printable 
characters, USERPROF accepts the tenth character 
as the escape key and assigns the first nine 
characters as the username. 

Furthermore, a usernarne must be unique. If what 
you type is already assigned as a username, the 
following message appears momentarily at the 
bottom of the screen: 

PLEASE USE A DIFFERENT USERNAME. SCJt1EONE HAS '!HIS ONE 

Strike ~ twice 

WI'E: Skip this step if you typed more than nine 
characters for the preceding step. 

When you strike [ESC], this report appears momentarily 
on the command line: 

Cmd> This record has been added 

Concurrently, the new record {or user account} appears 
on the screen. The new record looks just like the 
record labeled DEFAULT at the front of the UAF.nAT file, 
except that the username you typed for the preceding 
step appears on the first line of the record. 

Strike ~ twice. 

Type the following: 

sp 

This appears at the bottom of the screen: 

Password > 
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Step 9 

Step 10 

Step 11 

Creating User Accounts 

Type the password you wish to assign to the new account. 

The password can contain only printable characters; that 
is, alpha, numeric, and syni::x>l characters are allowed, 
spaces and control-key characters are not. No password 
is assigned when any of these syntax rules is violated. 

The password can contain no more than 79 characters. If 
you type an 80-character password (i. e. , anything over 
79 characters), USERPROF takes the eightieth character 
as an escape key and assigns the first 79 characters as 
the password. 

Strike mSJ 
This prompt appears at the bottan of the screen: 

Verify password > 

Type the password again. 

Note that the password does not show up on the screen. 
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Step 12 

Step 13 

Strike rnfiJ 
If you typed the ~sword correctly, this message 
appears at the bottan of the screen: 

The password has been changed 

The cursor returns to the display and this report 
appears in the upper right-hand corner of the screen: 

Password specified 

If you did not type the password correctly, this message 
appears at the bottan of the screen: 

Password not verified 

The cursor returns to the display and this report 
appears in the upper right-hand corner of the screen: 

No password specified 

If this happens, go back to step 7. 

KY.rE: Tell the user not to forget the password; it does 
not appear in the information on the screen. If 
the user forgets the password, the system manager 
must use the USERPROF command to specify a new 
password for that account. 

Strike [g 
The following illustration shows where the cursor should 
be located: 

Username : '!OM Password spec if ied 
Account name: 
UlC [U ,G] : [ciloo ,0000] 
Protection : S:" RE,P: ,G: RE,O:r:Mm 

Priority : 1 
Timeslice : 60 
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step 14 

Step 15 

Step 16 

Step 17 

Step 18 

Step 19 

Step 20 

Creating User Accounts 

Refer to the "List of User Groups and Users" form that 
you completed in an earlier procedure. 

Find the UlC for the user for wham you are creating an 
account, or add the user to the list and assign a UIC. 

Type the four-digit user identification nuni:>er, e.g. , 
type 0001 if the user is to be user nuni:>er 1 in a group. 

The following illustration shows where the cursor should 
be located: 

Username : '!OM Password sp:cified 
Account name: 
Ule [U,G] : [0001400] 

Priority : 1 
Timeslice : 60 

Protection : s: RE;P: ,G: RE,O:I:WRE 

Type the number of the group to which the user belongs. 
For example, type 0003 if the user belongs to group 3. 

Strike (!QJ twice. 

Use the left-arrow key to IX>sition the cursor as shown 
in the following illustration: 

Username : 
Account name: 
Ule [U,G] 
Protection 
o..mer 

'!OM 

[0001,0003] 
S: RE,P: ,G: RE,O:I:WRE 

J 

Type the user's name. 

Password sp:cified 
Priority : 1 
Timeslice : 60 

This field of the record is for your use in identifying 
the person who owns the account. 

Use the arrow keys to IX>sition the cursor as shown in 
the following illustration: 

Username 
Account name: 
Ule [U,G] 
Protection 
CWner 
Directory 

'!OM 

[0000,0000] 
S: RE,P: ,G: RE,O:ruRE 
Tan Smith 
SYSSDlSK/tSLml 
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Step 21 

Step 22 

Step 23 

Step 24 

Step 25 

Hold down ~ and strike ~ 

The cursor should be pesi tioned as indicated in the 
following illustration: 

Protection 
Owner 
Directory 

TYPe the following: 

users. 

S: RE,P: ,G: RE,O:IMRE 
Tan Smith 
SYS$DISK/iJ 

This is what the DIRECTORY line on the display should 
look like: 

Directory SYS$DISK/USERS -I 
TYPe the username and a slash, / _ For example, were '!OM 
the username, the DIRECI'ORY line on the display would 
look like this: 

Directory SYS$DISK/USERS _ 'IDM/1 

Strike ~ twice. 

TYPe the following: 

ex 

This completes the creation of the user account. The following 
steps help you create the user-account default directory and set up 
the working environment within that directory. 

Step 1 TYPe the following: 

cd users 

Step 2 Strike o@ 
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Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Step 7 

Step 8 

Creating User Accounts 

Type the following: 

crd • 

Type the username followed by a space. Then type the 
character string shown below (substitute the username 
wherever TOM appears): 

:owner=tan :prot=s:re,p: ,g:re,o:rewd 

This is what the line at the bottan of the screen should 
look like when you are finished typing (the new username 
having been substituted for TOM): 

crd .tan :owner=tan :prot=s:re,p: ,g:re,o:rewd 

Strike rn5lJ 
Type the following (substitute the new username for 
TOM) : 

cd .taR 

Strike rn5lJ 
Type the following: 

vew userup.com 
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Step 9 

Step 10 

Step 11 

Step 12 

Step 13 

Step 14 

Strike o@ 
This message appears momentarily on the screen: 

Creating file nuserup.com" ••• 

The cursor now appears at the top of the screen in the 
new USERJP.CDM file. This is a command file that should 
exist in every user-account default directory. 
USERIJP.COM is executed each time the user logs on. This 
f lie may contain logical name assignments, options, 
commands, etc. 

Strike ~ twice. 

Type the following: 

ex 

Type the following (substitute the new username for 
roM) : 

fstat userup.com :owner=tam :prot=s:re,p:,g:re,o:rewd 

Strike o@ 
Type the following: 

vew useroff.com 
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Step 15 

Step 16 

Step 17 

Step 18 

Creating User Accounts 

Strike ~ 
This message appears momentarily on the screen: 

Creating file "useroff.com" ••• 

The cursor now ap~ars at the top of the screen in the 
new USEROFF.COM file. This is a command file that should 
exist in every user-account default directory. 
USEROFF.COM is executed each time the user logs off. 
This file may contain comnands, billing information, 
etc. 

Strike ~ twice. 

Type the following: 

ex 

Type the following (substitute the new username for TOM: 

fstat useroff.com :owner=tam :prot=s:re,p:,g:re,o:rewd 

This completes the creation of the user-account default directory. 
Note that the username and the name of the user-account default 
directory should be the same. 

Test the account by following these steps: 

Step 1 Type the following next to the right angle bracket, >, 
at the bottom of the screen: 

logon 
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Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Step 7 

Strike m5lJ 
This kind of prompt appears on the screen: 

Welcane to SYS$SYSNAME 
Username: 

Type the username for the new account. 

Strike o@ 
This prompt appears on the screen: 

Password: 

Type the password assigned to the new account. 

Strike~ 
These lines appear on the screen: 

Systen Bulletins 

00l'E: Go to step 9 if the foregoing lines do not appear. 

Type the following: 

log 
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Step 8 

Step 9 

Step 10 

Step 11 

Step 12 

Creating User Accounts 

Strike mSJ 
This appears at the bottan of the screen: 

'!OM logged off at l8-Nov-1983 10: 37 : 11 

The cursor reappears next to a right angle bracket at 
the bottom of the screen. 

Type the username for the vew account. 

Strike o@ 
Type the new password. 

Strike m5iJ 
If you are still unable to log on, continue restx>nding 
to the request for a username and a password until 
"Username:" no longer appears on the screen. 

After a few moments, a right angle bracket appears at 
the bottan of the screen. When this happens, go back to 
the beginning of this section and begin the procedure 
again. 

You may go on to the next chapter in this manual. 
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Chapter 6 

Getting Your Computer Ready for Other Users 

Reserve at least 25 minutes for completing the activities outlined in 
this chapter. 

Having completed the preceding tutorials, you should nCM rrake sure that 
each user on your systan can log on and begin the tutor ials in the NMCS. 
Introducto[y User's Manpal. '!his chapter tells you how to do so. 

Users should not begin the tutorials in the WMCS Introductory User's 
Manual until you complete this chapter. 

Before beginning the procedure in this chapter, ensure that: 

1. You are logged on to the system (you are logged on when the 
cursor appears next to a right-angle bracket, >, at the bottom of 
the screen) as the SYSTEM user. If you need to log on (and the 
};OWer to the em and to your terminal is already on), begin with 
step 3 in the first chapter, complete that procedure, and begin 
the tutor ial in this chapter. 

2. You are in the /SYSLIBI directory. If you are unsure of the 
directory you are in, type def next to the right angle bracket at 
the bottan of the screen, and strike return. 'Ibis kind of 
message appears at the bottom of the screen when you strike 
return: 

J)CO/ SYSLIBI 
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Step I 

Step 2 

If anything other than / SYSLIBI is the last el anent in the 
characters that appear at the bottom of the screen, type the 
following next to the right-angle bracket that appears at the 
bottom of the screen and then strike return: 

cd syslib 

Ensure that all of your system's periIilerals (i.e., 
terminals, printers, roodems, etc.) are connected properly to 
your computer. 

The installation guide for your system and the operator's 
site preparation guide tell you how to prepare the cables 
that connect those I;eriIilerals to your computer (if you need 
to actually make or modify a cable) and where to ~ug in the 
cables. 

List the periIilerals (i.e., terminals, printers, etc.) 
connected to the tx>rts on your computer (a chart for this 
purtx>se appears on the following page). Use the follaving 
codes to indicate the kind of periIileral connected to each 
tx>rt: 

'17000 

M:;8000 

'IVI912 

VISUAL200 

Write '17000 in the colUIIUl headed "Peripheral 
code" if a '17000 terminal is connected to the 
tx>rt. 

Write r.t;8000 in the colUIIUl headed "Peripheral 
code" if an r.t;8000 terminal is connected to the 
tx>rt. 

Write 'lVI912 in the . colUIIUl headed "Peripheral 
code" if a 'lVI912 or 'lVI912c terminal is 
connected to the tx>rt. 

Write VISUAL200 in the column headed "PeriIileral 
code n if a Visual 200 terminal is connected to 
the tx>rt. 

Write Fro in the colUIIUl headed "Peripheral code" 
if a pr inter, rrodem, or another computer is 
connected to the !X)rt. 

NOTE: If you have a terminal of a ~ not listed above, read 
Appendix A of the Virtpa' FiiitiD9 window (VB'V .llseI. 
Reference Manpa' to find out what to do. 
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Port 

SPO 
SPI 
SP2 
SP3 
SP4 
SPS 
SP6 
SP7 
SPS 
SP9 
SPIO 
SPII 
SPl2 
SPl3 
SPl4 
SPIS 
SPl6 
SPl7 
SPl8 
SPl9 
SP20 
SP21 
SP22 
SP23 
SP24 
SP25 
SP26 
SP27 
SP28 
SP29 
SP30 
SP31 
SP32 
PARALLEL IDRT 

Peripheral code 
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Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Step 7 

~ the follaving: 

Vel deviceup. com 

DEVICEUP.<DM is a file that the WMCS uses to find out what 
peripherals are connected to what ports, and to make it 
possible for each peripheral to function properly under the 
WMCS. 

DEVICEUP.<DM is divided into four parts: 

Logical names associated with devices 
Installing device drivers 
Mounting devices 
Assigning device characteristics 

Strike 

Follav the instructions in DEVICEUP.<DM. 

Perform the follaving step when you have completed the 
instructions in DEVICEUP.<DM. 

Strike ~ twice. 

~ex 

Go on to the next tutor ial in this chapter. 

Shutting Down Your System 

In order for the changes you made in DEVICEUP. <DM to take effect, you 
must shutdown and reboot your systan. 

'!he SHU'.lIXl'lN CCJmrand prepares the WMCS to have the power to the computer 
turned off. Read the W1CS. Systen Mana~r' s Reference Manua', and the 
operator's guide for your system, for detail on turning off the power to 
your computer. 
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You should ~rform SHtJ'Irom at the end of each workday. '!he SHtJ'Irom 
Command is described in detail in the YlMCS User I s Reference Man]]a' • 

Before ~rforming the following steps, ensure that no one else is using 
the system. Inasmuch as you will shut the system down at the end of this 
tutorial, you should make sure that (bing so does not interrupt anyone. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

'ryI:e the following: 

shutcbm +0 : reboot 

NOTE: 'ryI:e a zero following the plus sign, not a capital o. 

Strike m5J 
This kind of report and pranpt ap~ar: 

Shutting down SYS$SYSNAME: 
There are 4 processes 
There are a active queues 

Shutdown in a seconds (Y or N)? > 

The first three lines of the foregoing sample report tell you 
that four processes are running on the system. This kind of 
report ap~ars so that you can determine whether you actually 
wish to shut down the system. 

The fourth line in the foregoing example asks whether or not 
you wish to shut down the system. 
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Step 3 Strike [g 
The following kind of report ap~ars. (Do not 1:.e concerned 
if the report on your screen differs from this example.) 

The first line indicates that the printer queue, _FQO, is 
being hal ted. 

The next three lines in this report tell you that the SYSTEM 
user initiated the SHU'1IXlm Command to shut down the system 
immediately. 

The ranainder of the report tells you the processes that 
SHU'1IXlm terminated as well as the devices (terminals, disk 
drives, printers, etc.) SHt.JTIXl"lN dismounted--or readied for 
shutdown. 

ut:on completion of SHU'1IXlm, the system's hardware and 
software are prepared so that the power can be turned off 
without risking damage to than. Read the WMCS System 
Manager's Reference Manual and the operator's guide for your 
system for detail. 
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Notify the users on your system that they may begin the tutorials in the 
~ Introductory User's Manna' (the tutorials in chapters 2-4 of this 
manual are the tutorials presented in the WMCS Introductory User's 
Manual). You may go on to the next chapter in this manual. 





Chapter 7 

Creating a Backup Copy of Files 

Reserve at least 30 minutes to complete the tutorial in this chapter. 

A backup copy of a fil e is like a photocop'{ that you make in case 
sanething h~ns to an or iginal. 

The systen manager is solely responsible for regularly making backup 
copies of all the files on a systen. This is one of the most ~rtant 
duties of the systan manager. Read the ~ &;isten Manager I S Reference 
Mannal to find out how to ~rform this duty. 

The tutorials in this chapter acquaint you with the BACKUP ComIPand 
(described in detail in the ~ User I S Reference Manual) that is used to 
make backup copies of files. 

A backup cop.{ TIUlSt be made on either a ta~ or a diskette that can be 
stored apart from the computer. Depending on the kind of systan you have, 
you can make backup copies on a 5.25-in. diskette, a cipher ta~, or a 
cartridge tape. 

If you have a 5.2S-in. diskette drive on your systen, perform the steps 
in the first tutorial in this chapter. Perform the second tutorial if 
you have a citiler-tape drive on your systen, and ~rform the third 
tutorial if your systen has a cartridge-tape drive. 

Before you begin any of the tutorials in this chapter, ensure that: 

1. You are logged on to the systen (you are logged on when the 
cursor ~ars next to a right-angle bracket, >, at the bottom of 
the screen) as the SYSTEM user. If you need to log on (and the 
IX'Wer to the em and to your terminal is already on>, begin with 
step 3 in the first chapter, canplete that procedure, and begin 
the tutor ial in this chapter. 

2. You are in the /SYSLm. SCHOCLI directory. If you are unsure of 
the directory you are in, type def next to the right-angle 
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bracket at the oottan of the screen, and strike [ImmNl. rrhis 
kind of nessage appears at the bottom of the screen when you 
str ike [RE'mNl: 

J)CO/ SYSLm. saICXLI 

If anything other than /SYSLm.SCliCXLI is the last elanent in the 
characters that appear at the bottan of the screen, tne the 
following next to the right-angle bracket that appears at the 
bottan of the screen and then str ike [RE'mNl: 

cd syslib. school 

3. You have created a backup directory to keep records of what is 
copied and where it is copied. ~ the following to create a 
backup directory wi thin / SYSLIB. SCliCXLI, then str ike [RRIURN1: 

crd .backup 

Making Backup Copies on a 5.25-in. Diskette 

Perform the steps in this tutorial if your systan has a S.2S-in. diskette 
drive. 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Insert a blank S.2S-in. diskette into the diskette drive and 
close the door to the drive. 

'!he operator I s guide for your systan tells you how to insert 
a diskette into the floppy-disk drive. 

~ the following: 

dinit _dXO copies :format 

DINIT is the mnemonic for the CIP conunand that you use to get 
a brand new diskette ready for the WMCS to use. 

The foregoing command-line character string tells the CIP 
that you want to initial ize, or make ready for use, the 
diskette in the first diskette drive on the systan (the _DXO 
is a the name by which the WMCS knows the first diskette 
drive). '!he command-line character string also tells the CIP 
to label the diskette (not the drive) (l)PIES. 
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Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Creating a Backup Cop.! of Files 

The cursor reappears next to a right-angle bracket at the 
bottan of the screen when the diskette is ready for use. 

~ the following: 

mnt_dxO 

MNT is the mnemonic for the MNT Corranand that is used, among 
other things, to get a diskette drive ready for use once you 
have put an initialized diskette in the drive. 

The foregoing command-line character str ing tells the WMCS 
that you want the first flopP.l-disk drive (known by the WMCS 
as -DXO) nade ready for use ( i. e., munted). 

Strike IlJ!5J 
The following report appears: 

-DXO Mounted. Label is "copies". 

This tells you that _DXO is ready to use, and that it 
contains a diskette labeled CDPIES. 
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Creating a Backup CoI¥ of Files 

Step 6 

Step 7 

Step 8 

~ the following: 

backup _dxO! rootdirl * :logfile= • backup! daily • log 

BACKUP is the mnenonic for the BACKUP Corranand that you use to 
make copies of files so that if anything hap~ns to your 
systan, you will be able to retrieve your work. 

'!be foregoing conunand-line character string tells the CIP 
that you want to backup sane files, that you want the backup 
coI¥ of each file placed in /ROOIDIRI on the diskette in 
drive J)XO, and that you want to make a backup cop'! of the 
most recently created version of each file in the directory 
you are in (since you are in /SYSLID.SOIOCLI, the asterisk 
tells the CIP to make a cop.{ of the JOOst recently created 
version of each file in /SYSLID. SOIOCLI). The :LOOFILE= 
Switch creates a file called DAILY. Iffi in / 
SYSLffi. srnOCL. BACKUP/ • 

Strike o@ 
The following report ap~ars: 

....DCO/ SYSLID. srnOCLl 
1 LESBrn •• 6 
2 MANUALS. 'lXT .1 
Cop.{ ing log file 

entered 
entered 

This rep:>rt tells you what files in _DCO/SYSLID.srnOCLlare 
being copied to (or entered in) the backup file that BACKUP 
is creating on J)XO. 

When BACKUP is finished, a coI¥ of the report that ap~ared 
on your screen is also created on .J)XO and in / 
SYSLID.SCHOCL.BACKUP/ so that you will have a ~rmanent 
record of what was copied and where it was copied. This 
record is put in the file DAILY.Iffi. 

Following the a~arance of "CoI¥in9 log file," the cursor 
rea~ars next to a right angle bracket at the bottom of the 
screen. 

~ the following: 

dir • backup! 
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Step 9 

Step 10 

Creating a Backup Col¥ of Fil es 

Strike rnSlJ 
This kind of report appears: 

Directory listing of .JXXj/SYSLIB.5rnOCL.BACKUP/ 
DAILY. UX;. 1 

Type the following: 

type • backup.! daily . log 

T'iPE is the CIP command that allows you to look at the 
contents of a text file. 

The foregoing corranand-line character string will allow you to 
see what DAILY.UX; contains. 
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Creating a Backup Copy of Files 

Step 11 

Step 12 

Strike ~ 
This kind of information app:!ars on the screen: 

.J)CO/ SYSLm. SCHCXLI 
J)XO/ImlDIRIl2JANOOOl.BAK VeL I 1 

1 LESSON •• 6 entered. 
2 MANUALS. TXT. 1 entered. 

Backup.log file is written on volume II 

'!he first line in MILY.Iro tells you the name of the 
directory containing LESSEN •• 6 and MANUALS. 'IXT .1. 

'!be second line tells you the name of the file BACKUP created 
on the diskette in _DXO to contain the copies. Thus 
12JANOOOl.BAK is the backup file (BAK indicates that the file 
is a backup file) created on 12 January to contain copies of 
the two files. 'nle 0001 tells you that this backup file is 
the first backup file created on 12 January. 

The date on the second line of the display on your terminal 
screen will be today I s date, not "l2JAN". 'Iberefore, the name 
of your backup file will be different than the examples in 
this tutorial. 

'!be VCL refers to the diskette (i.e., the st:ecified backup 
file is located on the first diskette used in the backup) • 
This is useful when a backup fills more than one diskette, or 
volume. 

Finally, the report tells you that a copy of BACKUP.La; was 
created on .J)XO. 

~ the following: 

aunt _dxO :auto 

'!bis command-line character str ing tells the CIP to dismount 
J)XO (:AU'lO tells the CIP to 00 so as soon as you str ike 
[RE'IRN1) • Use IJ.!NT when you no longer wish to use the disk 
drive. 
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Step 13 

Step 14 

Step 15 

Step 16 

Step 17 

Step 18 

Step 19 

Strike m5lJ 
This kind of report appears: 

-PXO Disnotmted. 

Creating a Backup Cop.! of Files 

Remove the diskette from the drive (the operator's guide for 
your system tells you how to 00 so). 

Type the following: 

del lesson •• 6 :auto 

This character string tells the CIP to delete LESSON •• 6 
(:AIJ'lO tells the CIP to 00 so as soon as you strike [REmN]). 

Strike m5lJ 
Type the following: 

dir 

Strike u@ 
Note that LESSON •• 6 no longer appears in the directory 
listing. 

The following steps show you how to retrieve a COp'! of 
LESSON •• 6. 

Insert the diskette (containing the backup file) in drive 
-PXO and close the ooor of the drive. 
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Creating a Backup Copy of Files 

Step 20 

Step 21 

Step 22 

Step 23 

'l'yJ;e the following: 

mt _dXO 

Note that you 00 not use DINIT. ·Use DINIT only on brand new 
diskettes (or diskettes whose data you wish to erase) • 

Use MNT whenever you want to use a diskette on which you have 
al ready used DINIT. 

Strike or5J 
This kind of re!X)rt appears: 

-pXO Mounted. Label is "copies". 

'l'yJ;e the following, substituting the correct date for "l2JAN" 
in the filename l2JAN0001.BAK: 

restore _dxOlrootdirll2JANOOl.bak lesson •• 6 _dcOlsyslib.schooll 

RFS'IDRE is the rnnanonic for the CIP cormnand that you use to 
retrieve, or restore, a backup copy of a file. 

The second elanent in the foregoing cormnand-line character 
string (-pXO/RCXJIDIRIl2JAN0001.BAK) is the name of the backup 
file that contains the copy you want to restore. 

LESSCN •• 6 is the name of the copy you want to restore, and 
J)CO/SYSLm.SCH<XLI is the location to which you want 
LESSCN •• 6 restored. 

Strike m5J 
This kind of report appears: 

...JXJJ/ SYSLIB. SClICXLILES&N •• 6 restored as JXD/ SYSLIB. OCHCXL/LES&N 

This tells you that LESSCN •• 6 was restored to the location 
you specified. 
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Step 24 

Step 25 

Step 26 

Step 27 

Type the following: 

dir 

Strike 

Creating a Backup Cop:{ of Files 

Note that LESSCN now has a version ntmlber of I instead of 6 
(because there were no versions of LESSCN already in the 
directory to which the cop:{ was restored). 

Type the following: 

dmnt _dxO :auto 

Strike aW 
Read the WlCAT Multi -user Control Systen (WMCS) ~ Reference Manual for 
a thorough description of the connnands used in this tutor ial. 

The WIeAT Multi-user Control Systen (WMCS) System Manager Reference 
Manual. tells you how to perform daily I weekly I and monthly backups of 
files. 

You may go on to the next chapter in this manual. 

Making Backup Copies on a Ci{iler Tape 

Perform the steps in this tutorial if your oystem has a cipher-tape 
dr vee 

Step I Follow the instructions in your oystem's operator's guide on 
how to load a tape and go to step 2 when the tape is loaded. 
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Creating a Backup Cop.{ of Files 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

step 5 

~ the following: 

dinit JltO copies 

DINIT is the mnemonic for the CIP conunand that you use to get 
a brand new tat:e ready for the WMCS to use. 

'!he foregoing conunand-line character string tells the CIP 
that you want to initial ize, or make ready for use, the ta~ 
in the ciIiler-tape drive (the --..MIU is a the name by which the 
WMCS knows that drive). '!he conunand-line character string 
also tells the CIP to label the tat:e (not the drive) CDPIES. 

Strike tCD5iJ 
The cursor reappears next to a right-angle bracket at the 
bottan of the screen when the tat:e is ready for use. 

~ the following: 

nnt JltO 

MNT is the manonic for the MNT Command that is used, among 
other things, to get a tat:e drive ready for use once you have 
put an initialized tape in the drive. 

The foregoing command-line character string tells the WMCS 
that you want the cipher-tat:e drive (known by the WMCS as 
Jm) made ready for use (i.e., roounted). 

Strike o@ 
The following report apt:ears: 

Jm) f.k>unted. Label is "copies n • 

'Ibis tells you that _Mro is ready to use, and that it 
contains a tape labeled CDPIES. 
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Step 6 

step 7 

Creating a Backup Cop.{ of Files 

~ the follGling: 

backup JUtOI rootdir/ * :logfile= • backup! daily • log 

BACKUP is the mnemonic for the BACKUP Corrunand that you use to 
make copies of files so that if anything happens to your 
system, you will be able to retrieve your work. 

'!he foregoing corranand-line character string tells the CIP 
that you want to backup sane files, that you want the backup 
cop.{ of each file placed in lIrolDIRI on the tape in drive 
Jm), and that you want to make a backup copy of the most 
recently created version of each file in the directory you 
are in (since you are in ISYSLm. srnOCLl, the asterisk tells 
the CIP to make a cop.{ of the most recently created version 
of each file in ISYSLm.srnOCLl). '!he :LOOFILE= SWitch 
creates a file called DAILY.rill in ISYSLm.SCHCXL.BACKUP/. 

Strike m5J 
The fo11Gling report appears: 

J)COI SYSLm. srnOCLl 
1 LESSCN •• 6 
2 MANUALS. 'IXT .1 
Copying log file 

entered 
entered 

'!his report tells you what files in _DCOI SYSLm. srnOCLl are 
being copied to (or entered in) the backup file that BACKUP 
is creating on Jm). 

When BACKUP is finished, a cop.{ of the report that appeared 
on your screen is also created on Jm) and in I 
SYSLm.SCHCXL.BACKUPI so that you will have a permanent 
record of what was copied and where it was copied. This 
record is put in the file called DAILY.rill. 

Fo11Gling the appearance of "Copying log file, n the cursor 
reappears next to a right angle bracket at the bottom of the 
screen. 
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Creating a Backup Cop.{ of Files 

Step 8 

Step 9 

Step 10 

~ the following: 

dir .backup! 

Suue m5J 
This kind of report appears: 

Directory listing of -PCQ/SYSLIB.S<lfOCL.BACKUP/ 
DAILY. u:G.1 

~ the following: 

type • backup! daily • log 

'lYPE is the CIP conunand that allows you to look at the 
contents of a text file. 

'!he foregoing cotnItmld-line character string will allow you to 
see what DAILY. u:G contains. 
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Step 11 

Step 12 

Creating a Backup Copy of Files 

Strike o@ 
This kind of information ap~ars on the screen: 

J)COI SYSLm. SCHOCLI 
Jm)/RCXJIDIRIl2JANO001.BAK VeL # 1 

1 
2 

LESSOO •• 6 
MANUALS. 'lXT .1 

entered. 
entered. 

Backup.log file is written on volume #1 

'!he first line in BACKUP.Lex; tells you the name of the 
di rectory containing LESSCN •• 6 and MANUALS. 'lXT .1 ( i. e., the 
directory where the or iginals are located) • 

The second line tells you the name of the file BACKUP created 
on the ta:pa in Jm) to contain the copies. Thus 
12JAN0001.BAK is the backup file (BAK indicates that the file 
is a backup file) created on 12 January to contain copies of 
the two files. '!he 0001 tells you that this backup file is 
the first backup file created on 12 January. 

The date on the second line of the display on your terminal 
screen will be today I s date, not " 12JAN" • '!herefore, the name 
of your backup file will be different than the examples in 
this tutorial. 

'!he VCL refers to the ta:pa (i.e., the ~cified backup file 
is located on the first ta:pa used in the backup) • '!his is 
useful when a backup fills more than one tape, or volume. 

Finally, the report tells you that a copy of BACKUP. Lex; was 
created on Jm). 

TYPe the following: 

<iDnt JIltO :auto 

'!his conmand-line character string tells the CIP to dismount 
Jm) (:AIJ'IO tells the CIP to cb so as soon as you strike 
[RE'mNl ). Use IJtWl' when you no longer wish to use the ta:pa 
drive. 
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Creating a Backup CoF.{ of Files 

Step 13 

Step 14 

Step 15 

Step 16 

Step 17 

Step 18 

step 19 

Strike ar!il 
This kind of report appears: 

Jm) Dismounted. 

Remove the tape from the drive (the o~rator I s guide for your 
systan tells you how to Cb so). 

Type the following: 

del lesson •• 6 :auto 

This character string tells the CIP to delete LESSCN •• 6 
(:AU'lO tells the CIP to Cb so as soon as you str ike [RRmN]). 

Suike o@ 
Type the following: 

dir 

Strike rn5lJ 
Note that LESSCN •• 6 no longer ap~ars in the directory 
listing. 

The following steps show you how to retrieve a COp.{ of 
LESSCN •• 6. 

Insert the tape (containing the backup file) in drive Jm), 
close the Cbor of the drive, and follow the instructions in 
the ~rator's guide to load the tape. 
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Step 20 

Step 21 

Step 22 

Step 23 

~ the following: 

mt JntO 

Creating a Backup Cop.{ of Files 

Note that you do not use DINIT. Use DINIT only on brand new 
tapes (or tapes whose data you wish to erase) • 

Use MNT whenever you want to use a tape on which you have 
already used DINIT. 

Strike m5iJ 
This kind of report appears: 

Jm) Mounted. Label is "copies". 

~ the following, substituting the correct date for the 
"l2JAN" in the filename 12JANO001.BAK: 

restore ..JlltQ/rootdirl12janOOOl.bak lesson •• 6 _dcOlsyslib.schooll 

RES'IDRE is the mnemonic for the CIP conunand that you use to 
retrieve, or restore, a backup copy of a file. 

The second elanent in the foregoing command-line character 
string (Jm)/RCXJlDIRIl2JANO001.BAK) is the name of the backup 
file that contains the copy you want to restore. 

LESSCN •• 6 is the name of the copy you want to restore, and 
J)COI SYSLm. SClIOCLI is the location to which you want 
LESSON •• 6 restored. 

Strike m@ 
This kind of report appears: 

.J)CO/ SYSLm. SClICXLILESSCN •• 6 restored as JYJJ/ SYSLm. srnCXLILFSSCN 

This tells you that LESSCN •• 6 was restored to the location 
you specified. 
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Creating a Backup Cop.! of Files 

Step 24 

Step 25 

Step 26 

Step 27 

Type the following: 

dir 

Strike o@ 
Note that LES~ now has a version nt.nnber of 1 instead of 6 
(because there were no versions of LESSCN already in the 
directory to which the cop'! was restored). 

Type the following: 

aunt JDtO :auto 

Strike o:@ 
Read the ~ User's Reference ManIWl for a thorough description of the 
commands used in this tutorial. 

'!be ~ systen Manager's Reference Manpal tells you how to ~rforrn 
daily, weekly, and monthly backuFS of files. 

You may go on to the next chapter in this manual. 

Making Backup Copies on a cartridge Tape 

Perform the steps in this tutorial if your ~stan has a cartridge-ta~ 
drive. 

Step 1 Follow the instructions in your ~stan's operator's guide on 
how to load a cartridge tape and go to step 2 when the tape 
is loaded. 
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Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Type the following: 

dinit _etO copies 

Creating a Backup Cop.{ of Files 

DlNIT is the mnemonic for the ClP command that you use to get 
a brand new tape ready for the WMCS to use. 

The foregoing conunand-line character string tells the CIP 
that you want to initialize, or make ready for use, the tape 
in the cartridge-tape drive (the _cro is a the name by which 
the WMCS knows that drive). '!he command-line character string 
also tells the CIP to label the tape (not the drive) (l)PlES. 

Strike m5J 
The cursor reappears next to a right angle bracket at the 
bottom of the screen when the tape is ready for use. 

Type the following: 

mnt _etO 

MNT is the mnemonic for the MNl' Conunand that is used, among 
other things, to get a tape drive ready for use once you have 
put an initialized tape in the drive. 

The foregoing conunand-line character string tells the WMCS 
that you want the cartridge-tape drive (known by the WMCS as 
_Cl'O) made ready for use (i.e., munted). 

Strike~ 
The following report appears: 

_Cl'O z.t:>unted. Label is "copies". 

This tells you that _cro is ready to use, and that it 
contains a tape labeled (l)PlES. 
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Creating a Backup Cop.{ of Files 

Step 6 

Step 7 

~ the follONing: 

backup _ctO/rootdir/ * :logfile-.backupldaily.log 

BACKUP is the mnemonic for the BACKUP Connnand that you use to 
make copies of files so that if anything happens to your 
system, you will be able to retr ieve your work. 

'Ihe foregoing corrmand-line character string tells the CIP 
that you want to backup sane files, that you want the backup 
copy of each file placed in /ROOlDIRI on the tape in drive 
_C1'O, and that you want to make a backup cop.{ of the most 
recently created version of each file in the directory you 
are in (since you are in /SYSLIB. SClIOCLI, the asterisk tells 
the CIP to make a cop.{ of the most recently created version 
of each file in /SYSLIB.SCBOCLI). '!be :L(X;FILE= SWitch 
creates a file called DAILY.r..cx; in /SYSLIB.S<B<XL.BACKUP/. 

Strike mSJ 
The follONing report appears: 

J)COI SYSLIB. SCHOCLI 
1 LES~ •• 6 
2 MANUALS. '1XT .1 
Cop.{ ing log file 

entered 
entered 

This reIX'rt tells you what files in .J)CO/SYSLIB.BrnOCLlare 
being copied to (or entered in) the backup file that BACKUP 
is creating on _C1'O. 

When BACKUP is finished, a copy of the report that appeared 
on your screen is also created on _era and in / 
SYSLIB.SClIOCL.BACKUP/ so that you will have a permanent 
record of what was copied and where it was copied. '!his 
record is put in the file called DAILY.L(X;. 

FollONing the a~arance of "Copying log file," the cursor 
rea~ars next to a right angle bracket at the bottan of the 
screen. 
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Step 8 

step 9 

Step 10 

Step 11 

TYPe the following: 

air .backuI¥ 

Strike m5J 
This kind of report appears: 

Creating a Backup Cop.{ of Files 

Directory listing of J)CO/SYSLm.SClKXL.BACKUPI 
DAILY.LeX;.l 

TYPe the follCMing: 

type • backup! daily • log 

TYPE is the CIP COInIIand that allows you to look at the 
contents of a text file. 

The foregoing conunand-line character string will allow you to 
see what DAILY. LeX; contains. 

Strike ~ 
This kind of information appears on the screen: 

J)COI SYSLIB. SCHOCL/ 
_CID/ROOIDIRll2JANOOOl.BAK VCL # 1 

1 
2 

LESSCN •• 6 
MANUALS. TXT. 1 

entered. 
entered. 

Backup.log file is written on volume #1 

The first line in BACKUP. UX; tells you the name of the 
directory containing LESSCN •• 6 and MANUALS. TXT. 1 (i. e., the 
directory where the originals are located) • 

The second line tells you the name of the file BACKUP created 
on the tape in _CID to contain the copies. Thus 
12JANOOOl.BAK is the backup file (BAK indicates that the file 
is a backup file) created on 12 January to contain copies of 
the two files. '!be 0001 tells you that this backup file is 
the first backup file created on 12 January. 
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Creating a Backup Copy of Files 

Step 12 

Step 13 

Step 14 

Step 15 

step 16 

The date on the second line of the display on your terminal 
screen will be today I s date, not "l2JAN". 'Iherefore, the name 
of your backup file will be different than the examples in 
this tutorial. 

The va:, refers to the ta~ (i.e., the s~cified backup file 
is located on the f irst ta~ used in the backup) • '!his is 
useful when a backup fills more than one ta~, or volume. 

Finally, the report tells you that a cop.{ of BACKUP. rill was 
created on _CI'O. 

Tyt:e the following: 

dmnt _etC :auto 

This conunanCi-line character str ing tells the CIP to dismount 
_CI'O (:AU'IO tells the elP to 00 so as soon as you strike 
[RE'mNl ). Use I:MNT when you no longer wish to use the ta~ 
drive. 

Strike IO!5iJ 
This kind of report appears: 

_CI'O Dismounted. 

Remove the ta~ fran the drive (the o~rator's guide for your 
system tells you haN to 00 so). 

Tyt:e the following: 

del lesson •• 6 :auto 

This character string tells the CIP to delete LES~ •• 6 
(:AIJ'IO tells the CIP to 00 so as soon as you strike [RE'mNl). 

Scrue o@ 
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Step 17 

Step 18 

Step 19 

Step 20 

Step 21 

Type the following: 

dir 

Strike o.@ 

Creating a Backup Cop.{ of Files 

Note that LESSON •• 6 no longer appears in the directory 
listing. 

'!he following steps show you how to retrieve a cop.{ of 
LESSCN •• 6. 

Insert the tape (containing the backup file) in drive _CI'O, 
and follow the instructions in the operator I s guide to load 
the tape. 

Type the following: 

mnt _etO 

Note that you 00 not use DINIT. Use DINIT only on brand new 
tapes (or tapes whose data you wish to erase) • 

Use MNT whenever you want to use a tape on which you have 
already used DINIT. 

Strike or5lJ 
This kind of report appears: 

_CI'O Mounted. Label is "copies". 
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Creating a Backup Co~ of Files 

Step 22 

Step 23 

Step 24 

Step 25 

Step 26 

Type the following, substituting the oorrect date for the 
"l2JAN" in the filename l2JANOOOl.BAK: 

restore _ctO/rootdirl12janOOOl.bak lesson •• 6 _dcOlsyslib.schooll 

RES'lORE is the mnemonic for the CIP conunand that you use to 
retrieve, or restore, a backup co~ of a file. 

'!he second element in the foregoing command-line character 
string (_cro/RCXJIDIRIl2JANOOOl.BA!{) is the name of the backup 
file that oontains the copy you want to restore. 

LESSCN •• 6 is the name of the co~ you want to restore, and 
.JX,OI SYSLIB. SCBCXLI is the location to which you want 
LESSCN •• 6 restored. 

Strike m5iJ 
'Ibis kind of reFOrt appears: 

JX:,O/ SYSLIB. SOICXL/LE3SCN •• 6 restored as JXD/ SYSLIB. srnCXL/LESSCN 

'!his tells you that LESSCN •• 6 was restored to the location 
you specified. 

Type the following: 

dir 

Strike rn5lJ 
Note that LESSON now has a version number of 1 instead of 6 
(because there were no versions of LESSCN already in the 
directory to which the copy was restored). 

Type the following: 

aunt _etO :auto 
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Creating a Backup Cop.{ of Files 

Step 27 Strike o@ 
Read the ~ User's Reference Manual for a thorough description of the 
commands used in this tutorial. 

The ~ Systen Manager's Reference Manual tells you how to J;erform 
daily, weekly, and monthly backups of fll es. 

You may go on to the next chapter in this manual. 
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Chapter 8 

Epilogue 

You have successfully performed many of the most frequently used 
functions and cotmnands associated with your system and are now ready to 
go to work. 

The ~ User r s Reference Manual contains detailed information on the 
corranands available to help you fully utilize the catabilities of the 
WlvlCS. 

The WMCS system Manager r s Reference Manual tells you how to rranage your 
system. '!he material in these publications is presented in a fornat that 
makes it easy for you to refer to the manuals when you have a question. 

These publications are written to help you learn as you explore the many 
capabilities of your WICAT computer. 
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Cocument Title: ___________________________ _ 

Part Number: 

Your Pasition: 0 Novice user 

CJ experienced user 

CJ Applications ~rogrammer 

Questions and Comments 

o System manager 

CJ Systems analyst 

CJ Hardware technician 

8riefly describe examples. illustrations. or information that you think should be added 
to this manual. 

What would you delete from the manual and why? 

What areas need greater emphasis? 

Ust any terms or symbols used incorrectly. 

Page No. 
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